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Special Notice 
We make a specialty of supplying Market and Home Gardeners with the best strains of seeds. We do not 

compete in prices with irresponsible parties, whose sole effort is to secure the lowest priced seeds, regardless 
of quality; such seeds are dear at any price. The first cost of seeds is insignificant, compared with time and 
labor that must be expended upon a growing crop. Quality is our first consideration, and the prices we offer 
are as low as first-class seeds can be sold for. It is our endeavor to maintain the prices quoted in this Catalog, 
but they are subject to change without notice. 

Our policy is actuated by the personal interest we have in the results you get from our goods. There are 
many conditions over which the buyer or seller has no control, but we want you to know that it is our aim and 
desire to please every customer, The satisfied patron is the best advertisement. This is the personal element in 
our definite policy—your guarantee for fair dealing. 

How to Order and Remit-~Read Carefully 
Use the order sheet in Catalog if possible. Write your name, post office, shipping point or nearest express 

office, your county and state. 

Prices quoted in this List include transportation charges except on insecticides, fertilizers and implements, 
which will be shipped at buyer’s expense. 

In ordering, please mention whether wanted by mail, express or freight. We guarantee safe and prompt 
delivery on every order. 

We make no charge for boxes, bags, packing or drayage. 

If there is only a slight difference between freight and express charges, we will send by EXPRESS. Remit- 
tances should be made by POSTAL MONEY ORDER, EXPRESS MONEY ORDER, CERTIFIED CHECK, or 
REGISTERED LETTER. 

C. 0. D. ORDERS:—If goods are to be sent C. O. D. or SIGHT DRAFT BILL OF LADING ATTACHED, 
25 per cent of the amount must accompany the order. 

Write for special prices on large quantities. 

Express and freight rates are cheaper in large quantities. We make no charge for delivery to depot or ex- 
press Office. 2 

STANDARD GUIDE FOR PLANTERS 
TIME REQUIRED FOR MATURITY OF DIFFERENT GARDEN CROPS RECKONED FROM DAY OF 

PLANTING 

Days Days - Days 

Beans—String ......... 45to 65 Corn: Wx aoe emrmienen ein 70 to 96 Radish... ...c.««.lnn 25 to 35 

Beans—Shell ........... 65 to 75 Eee Planta. eeescucre: 90 to 130 

Beet—Table ........... 60 to 75 Lettuce—Heading ....... 70to 85 sh lelagpartar en a 60 ae 

Beets—Stock ........... 100 to120 | Melon—Water .......... 90to110 | Savash—Winter ......:. 100 to 115 
Cabbage—Early ........ 65to 105 | Melon—Musk .......... 85 to110 | Tomato .............+.. 110 to 120 
Cabbage—Late ......... 100 to 120 Onion eeu. 2. eee 100 to 115 Turnip .........seesnsa 50to 70 
Cauliflower ............ 60 to 65 Pepper. es cate eine 140 to 150 Spinach, average........ 45 to 55 

QUANTITY OF SEED REQUIRED FOR A GIVEN NUMBER OF PLANTS 

Plants Plants Plants 

Asparagus...........l10z. 800 EINCIVG fu: sa, eh eclermateereste 1 oz. 3,000 Thyme, .... 06.0000 eee 1 oz. 4,000 

Cabbages. 2.40.23... loz. 4,000 Heo Plant 3 eee ee 1 oz. 2,000 Sage; ss. % se oe 1 oz. 1,000 

Cauliflower... ........l0z. 4,000 Lettuce. 255.6. cae 1 oz. 3,000 Savory... <<. <ssneee 1 oz. 2,000 

Celery nticnoes pies 1 oz. 15,000 Peppetsco. skies < asinaies 1 oz. 1,000 Marjoram....:-.. 1 oz. 1,500 

Leek. se hades eis loz. 1,500 ‘Tomato ct 1 sane 1 oz. 3,000 Rhubarb}... <0: eee loz. 500 

NUMBER OF PLANTS TO THE ACRE AT GIVEN DISTANCES 

No. No. No. No. No. 
Dis. apart Plants Dis. apart Plants Dis. apart Plants Dis. apart Plants Dis. apart Plants 

L2xe ine eee | 24x 1 in.....261,360 | 36x 3 in..... 58,080 | 48x24 in..... 5,445 | 10x 1 ft..... 4,356 

12x 3 in.....174,240 | 24x18 in..... 15,520 | 36x12 in..... 14,520 | 48x30 in..... 4,356 10x’ 6 fee 726 

12x12 in..... 43,560 | 24x24 in..... 10,890 | 36x18 in..... 9,680 | 48x36 in..... 3,630 

16x 1 in.....392,040 | 30x 1 in.....209,088 | 36x24 in..... 7,260 | 48x48 in..... 2,723 | 10x10 ft..... 435 
18x 1 in.....348,480 | 30x 6 in..... 34,848 | 36x36 in..... 4,840 | 60x36 in..... 2,901 | 12x 1 ft..... 3,630 
18x 3 in.....116,160 | 30x12 in..... 17,424 | 42x12 im..... 12,446 | 60x48 in..... 2,178 12x 6 ft 736 
18x12 in..... 29,040 | 30x16 in..... 13,068 | 42x24 in..... 6,223 | 60x60 in..... 1,743 ae 
18x18 in..... 19,360 | 30x20 in..... 10,454. | 42x36 in..... 4,148 | 8x1 ft..... 5,445 | 1212 SisseseE 
20x 1 in.....313,635 | 30x24 in..... 8,712 | 48x12 in..... 10,890 | 8x 3 ft..... 1,815 | 16x 1 ft..... 2,722 
20x20 in..... 15,681 | 30x30 in..... 6,970 | 48x18 in..... 7,790 8x8) fiz. 2 680 | 16x16 ft..... 170 

ANDREWS-BURRI SEED CO. 
Local and Long Distance Telephone VIctor 5263 

Store and Office, 505 Walnut St. KANSAS CITY 6, MISSOURI 
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SEE INSTRUCTIONS FOR ORDERING ON INSIDE FRONT COVER 
ORDER SHEETS FOR SEEDS, PLANTS, TOOLS, ETC., 1950 

Andrews-Burri Seed Co. 
Local and Long Distance Phone Victor 5263 

505 Walnut Street Kansas City 6, Missouri 

BF Write Your Name and Address Plainly On Each Order “a 

‘Da = ens REEL bs 115 

AMOUNT ENCLOSED 

mos 

Money Order, § 
State 

Draft or Check, § 

otree R. F.D ee Postage Stamps, $ 

Railroad Station or ( If Different ) 
Express Office from P. O. Cosh ee ws CS 

| 
} 

| 

Mail C] The Andrews-Burri Seed Company gives no warranty, express or implied, as to the 

Ship How Express [] _ productiveness of any seeds we sell, and we will not be in any way responsible for 
) Freight []]__ the crop. Our liability in all instances is limited to the purchase price of the seed only. 

EBs 
- 

y 

= 

| : _ WE DELIVER FREE to any Post Office or Express Office in the United States all Flower and Vegetable Seeds 

| at prices quoted in this catalogue, except as otherwise stated. 

~ QUANTITY 
“WANTED 
re 

ARTICLES WANTED PRICE 

Amount forward ee 
0 0, a Meer eres 



Order Sheet Andrews-Burri Seed Co. 

= rth 234 ARTICLES WANTED _ PRICE 

eee | |S —$—$— — 4 

GIVE BELOW NAMES OF FRIENDS YOU THINE MIGHT BE INTERESTED IN HAVING 
OUR CATALOGUE, AND WE WILL SEND THEM A COPY. 

NAME ADDRESS POST OFFICE STATE 

A 

ADDITIONAL ORDER SHEETS FURNISHED ON APPLICATION. 



Dear Customer: 

Introducing to you in this catalog through his 
picture along side of mine is Mr. W. F. Huebner. He 
a6 Our new associate in place of Mr. ‘Burri, who has 
passed on. 

Mr. Huebner is in perfect agreement with both 
Mr. besch and myself on our policy of supplying you with 
only the finest quality seeds to which you have been 
eacousvomed for the past quarter century. 

We all expect to visit you personally as usual 
whem in your territory. 

With heartiest personal regards to the all of 
you and extreme best wishes for a prosperous New Year, 
we are 

ANDREWS-BURRI SEED CO. 

BY (O g Ont bhiror~ 





Ta Our 

Qniends and Customers 
WE BUILD THE ROAD .. . OTHERS 
WILL MAKE THE JOURNEY 

Cc. C. Andrews W. F. Huebner 

OR MANY YEARS the bulk of our business has been 

G] with the market gardeners, supplying them with the 

best the market affords. We are constantly on the alert 

for new and better varieties. We have been fortunate in giving our 

trade many of the outstanding varieties of today and you can rest 

assured that we will constantly endeavor to give your needs our 

first consideration as to quality and service. 

We specialize in quick service and pride ourselves in shipping your 

order the same day it is received. We have been doing this for years. 

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice 

DREWS-BURRI SEED COMPANY 
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL 

505 WALNUT STREET 
KANSAS CITY 6, MISSOURI 

~eveal AND LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE Victor 5263 



ANDREWS-BURRI SEED ANNUAL AND PRICE LIST 

ASPARAGUS 
One-half Pound at Pound Price Oz. Y% Lb. Lb. 

Palmettoe ot ee ie ae ede one 15¢c 50c $1.75 

Conover’s Colossal ¥en ec eer 15¢ 50c 1.75 
Mary sWashine tone... eae 15c 50c 1.75 

BLACK VALENTINE . 

DWARF 
GREEN-PODDED BEANS 

One pound will plant 100 feet of row; 

60 pounds will plant an acre. 

PLENTIFUL— (New)—For many years Boun- 

tiful has been, by far, the leading flat-podded 

green dwarf variety. Plentiful, though 2 or 3 

days later in maturing, has slightly thicker, 

darker green, and much longer, 8-inch straight 
pods of better flavor. 

. . STRINGLESS 

BOUNTIFUL—The best, heaviest yielding, 

flat-podded variety, with light green pods, 614 
to 7 inches long, stout, flat, somewhat curved, 

and absolutely stringless in clusters, making 
this the easiest one to pick. Very early, vigor- 
ous, and produces heavily. 

FULL MEASURE—The fine stringless me- 

dium green pods are straight, 6 inches long, 

very fleshy, round, crease-backed, have no neck, 

show depressions around the Bean, and are ten- 

der. Follows Bountiful by a few days and is a 
heavy cropper. 

2 

TENDERGREEN—This matures early, with 
614 to 7-inch pods, quite slender, straight, and 
perfectly round. They are green, absolutely 
stringless, meaty and tender, maturing at same 
season as Full Measure. 

BLACK VALENTINE—The original strain, 
with round, straight, slim pods, earlier than the 
Stringless strain, but having strings. It is very 
prolific. 

BLACK VALENTINE STRINGLESS—This strain is 
becoming very popular in all sections. The 6-inch pods 
are round, quite straight, dark green and stringless. 
They are usually ready for picking in 55 days. A fine 
market variety. 

BURPEE‘S STRINGLESS—Very early, productive, 
hardy and vigorous, with dark green pods, 5% inches 
long; straight, stout, round, and crease-backed. They 
are tender, brittle, and strictly stringless. 

BEANS, LIMA, DWARF 
FORDHOOK U. S. 242—Uniform—Heavy Yielding— 
Dependable—A new and really better lima bean for 
market. Developed by the U.S.D.A., this strain will 
set heavy crops of fine pods even under adverse condi- 
tions such as hot, dry weather. It yields more on the 
early pickings and the total yield for the season is 
greater. The pods are remarkably uniform—every one 
is good sized, nearly straight and closely filled with 
3 or 4 choice, thick beans. The seed is a little smaller 
than our regular Fordhook, but the fine shape and size 
of pod holds up even on the late sets. We highly rec- 
ommend this new strain to all growers, and particularly 
to those who have had dfficulty growing good limas in 
the past. See prices on page 3. 

FORDHOOK BUSH—75 days—Plants strong, erect, 
bearing pods in clusters of from 4 to 8. Pods measure 
4 to 5% inches long, and contains 3 to 5 large, green 
beans. Seed white. 

HENDERSON‘S (BABY LIMA)—65 days—Plant me- 
dium large, very productive. Small pods, 3 inches long, 
contain 8 to 4 green shell beans of very fine quality. 
Plants bear until frost. 

POLE BEANS 
KANSAS WONDER—A white seeded variety—a vig- 
orous climber, very productive, pods medium green, 
9 inches long and nearly round, flesh brittle, stringless 
when young. Can be used for snap beans, a good ship- 
per, superior to the old Kentucky Wonder. If you are 
planting pole beans this year, don’t fail to include 
Kansas Wonder Pole. 

Plant Kansas Wonder and you plant the best. 

DWARF 
WAX-PODDED BEANS 

PENCIL-POD WAX—Very strong, vigorous, 15 inches 
high, and very productive. The pods are large, 6% to 
7 inches long, fully rounded, straight and deeply sad- 
dle-backed, golden yellow, stringless, brittle, and fleshy. 

UNRIVALLED WAX—53 days—Immensely productive. 
Pods 5 to 5% inches long, narrow, straight, stringless 
when young, and fleshy. Disease resistant. Excellent 
for shipping, making it ideal for market gardeners. 
Light tan seed. 

ROUND POD KIDNEY WAX—52 days—Especially 
fine for home gardens and for canning. Plants of me- 
dium size, prolific. Pods 5% to 6 inches long, round, 
fleshy, brittle, stringless, and of fine quality. Seed 
white with black eye, kidney shaped. 



ANDREWS-BURRI SEED ANNUAL AND PRICE LIST 

BEANS 
DWARF OR BUSH—GREEN PODDED 

5 10 100 
25 Pounds at 100 Pound Price Lb. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. 

Re TMs a Gis 0 3x. 0 6.0 e 8 wake 60c $2.50 $4.50 $40.00 

Snaeninll binge, hit Woon OO ORO cas 50c)s 2:25. 4.00) ~~ 38.00 

MeaerrVeOOUDtILUL: 5 occ se ee ess 45e 2.00 3.60 34.00 
Burpee’s Stringless Greenpod.40c 1.80 3.40 32.00 

RPT ec d.cc yc 0-0-0 ai'o 0 0 «0. 50c 2.25 4.00 38.00 

Black Valentine, Old Type... Discontinued 

French Horticultural 
MEANAATIO) 1. wave ew sls.s oe 0's OPEN 

UCUMENVIGCASULCG © occ csc 3 ve occ s 50c 2.05 3.70 35.00 

Sherakese (Chet ieee ee 50e 2.05 3.70 35.00 

Stringless Black Valentine...45c 1.90 3.50 33.00 

Landreth Stringless ........ 40c 180 3.40 32.00 

BEST DWARF YELLOW 
PODDED OR WAX 

265 Pounds at 100 Pound Price Lb. oy ae Pee 

Currie’s Rust Proof Wax....50c $2.25 $4.00 $38.00 

Round Rod Kidney Wax..... 50e 2.25 4.20 40.00 

Penen= hod Wax (oi 6.see ees 50c 2.25 4.00 38.00 

(Celle AWE Ret Tae er eee 50c 2.25 4.00 38.00 

Dwarf Unrivaled Wax...... 0 Came 2 Omen 4-0 0M OL00 

BEANS, DWARF LIMA 

5 10 100 
25 Pounds at 100 Pound Price Lb. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. 

Henderson’s Bush Lima ..... 40c $1.80 $38.50 $33.00 

Fordhook Bush Lima ....... 50c 2.20 4.00 38.00 

Burpee’s Bush Lima ........ 50c 2.20 4.20 40.00 

WMOOOUSMETOMLIC. o....c0's ores o.e A Coe .9 0m ocO0 eer d4.00 

OAS bc oo. 5 did as ofeste wi BDC 20 4-00; moe. 00 

BEST VARIETY POLE BEANS 

5 10 100 
25 Pounds at 100 Pound Price Lb. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. 

Kansas Wonder (Green Pod, 
oneror the best). ......... 50c $2.40 $4.50 $40.00 

Kentucky Wonder or Old 
PIGMIOCSLCAG .'s0:0 os eb io 0 coke 50ec 2.20 4.00 38.00 

King of the Garden Lima....50c 2.40 4.00 38.00 

RMETPEIGOTIS rs 4%, ois, oid 2 wee 50ec 2.50 4.20 40.00 

BEETS ... for table 
GREEN TOP EARLY WONDER—An out- 

standing new selection of Early Wonder. Tops 

slightly taller than original strain. Foliage 

clean bright green which does not have the 

tendency to turn red or bronze when grown in 

cool weather. Roots nearly globe shaped; 

slightly flattened on top and bottom. Interior 

color deep purplish red zoned with lighter shade. 

Recommended for shippers and for home or 
market gardeners. 

MATCHLESS 

OUR NEW MATCHLESS BEET is a fine 
globe-shape variety for early bunching, as well 
as for main crop. There is no beet that is its 
equal in quality and fine appearance. In fact, it 
is perfect in every way. It is as early as the 
finest strains of beets known to us in our long 
experience of thirty years’ dealing with the 
critical market gardeners. It is superior in 
shape and color with the extra advantage that 
its foliage is lighter green in color. The bulbs 
have small tap root, are smooth and much dark- 
er in color than most globe beets, both in and 
out. The flesh is rich, deep brilliant scarlet red 
without light zones, always sweet and tender. 
Matchless is an all-purpose beet, but especially 
fine to growers catering to the trade who de- 
mand quality and appearance. 

ASGROW WONDER —Farly and uniform. Attractive 
for market bunching with round to semi-globe deep 
red roots, small neck and tap root. Flesh dark red. 

A & B SPECIAL CROSBY—Very early, uniform, 
smooth, real dark blood-red roots, round but slightly 
flat on top. Nice green bunching tops. 

DETROIT DARK RED SELECTED—Smooth, uniform, 
almost-globe roots which cut dark black-red throughout. 
Green, red-veined tops. As the tops hold up well in 
hot weather it is specially suitable for late summer 
and fall bunching. 

BEETS... for table 
Oza gelne eb: 

ASOTOW VW ONGET) coer ats anton ees eine 15e 40c $1.25 
At és. Be special) CrosOVar <itescu esis «ie 15e 50c 1.40 
Detroit; Dark) Red nied ascetic. ca eee 15e 40c 1.25 
Nutting a Geomenecocuaitr yeices «car 15e 50c 1.50 
Light Columbia, Larger Tops........ L5chee DOCH AO 
Crosby’s Egyptian, Light Strain...... 15e 50e 1.40 
Extra Early Flat Egyptian........... 15¢ 50c 1.50 
Early ‘Wonder, Select: acces. sce easy s 15e 40c¢ 1.25 
Swiss Chard, Fordhook Giant......... 15e¢ 30c 1.00 
Matchlassaa nice. eles eres fens act sends 15¢ 50c 1.40 
Early Wonder, Green Top............ 15e 40c 1.25 
Marvivs vy OUdeY, LalleLovasic. acing as cian « 15e 40c 1.25 
DarkeRedv Crosby sen sence eee «le eietes 15c 50c 1.40 
Detroit shorte Lop eect. riot tecies ecnetere ¢ 15e 40c 1.40 

i) 



ANDREWS-BURRI SEED ANNUAL AND PRICE LIST 

BEETS ...Mangel and Sugar 
Five Lbs. and Over 5c Less Per Lb. 

One-half Pound at Pound Price Oz. % Lb. Lb. 

Mammoth Gonop Red sari ctte cert ierertets 15e 385c $1.15 

Goldenttankard Maccs ceteris eietteriere ce ibe 7 as5e 1-15 

Giant Half Sugar White............. 15e 385c 1.15 

PROPEGANO BROCCOLI 

This is a specially selected strain of unusually high 
quality. The center heads are heavy, solid and of uni- 
form, extra-large size and good dark green color. After 
they are cut out, the terminal heads which form on the 

side branches are large and compact and very attrac- 
tive. Both types of head are tender and of delicate 
flavor. 

BROCCOLI 
O79 LD Lib: 

Italian Green Sprouting............. 40c $1.00 $3.00 
LENS 6 a 5 Gandoodsocodndn Robe 40e 1.00 3.00 
St. Valentine, extra select. ......-..- "5c 1.75 6.00 
Warly \Peark=, teers cere isk eye yatere tears (DCm S Oo mmeO.00 
DeCirco dese e since crests Sonera e oc choreons 50e 1.25 3.50 

CABBAGE 
GOLDEN ACRE—A very supe- 
rior Danish-grown strain which we 
maintain at its high degree of uni- 
formity by special selection. It re- 
sembles the old Copen- 
hagen Market, but the 
medium-size firm heads, 
4 to 5 pounds each, ma- 
ture one week earlier 
than our Early Copen- 
hagen Market. The 
dwarf, compact plants, 
with rather small frame, 
can be set closely to give 
a very heavy yield of 

first-quality heads. On 
yellows infested land, be- 

cause of its earliness, it 
often matures and is 
fully marketed before 
the soil becomes warm 
enough for the disease to 
become active. This 
strain is easily worth 
the higher cost of the 
seed. 

originators, to 
true type. 

PRIDE OF DENMARK Cabbage makes fine, round, 
solid heads weighing from 3 to 5 lbs. each; 5 days 
ahead of any other variety. It will make money for 
the gardener and more friends for us. Except that it 
is earlier, it resembles the Golden Acre variety, and 
like Copenhagen it is not suited for storing, although 
it will keep in prime condition for at least 60 days 
after maturity. For an early crop, it has no equal. 

We import direct from the 
insure the 

GREEN ACRE CABBAGE (NEW)—The heads of this 
fine variety are like Golden Acre, but are larger, 
greener, and a few days later. The uniform, compact 
plants are short-stemmed and have few outer leaves. 
The intense green leaf color makes the heads appear 
fresh and inviting, even after shipping. 

COPENHAGEN MARKET—The round, solid heads, 
larger than Golden Acre, are of fine quality and very 
uniform. The light green leaves fold tightly over one 
another. Plants are short-stemmed, with heads just 
above the ground. 

HIGHLAND BALLHEAD CABBAGE—A truly wonder- 
ful cabbage of the later varieties, somewhat similar 
to Ferry’s Hollander in growth and season, but larger 
in size and darker green than Ferry’s—not unusual for 
bushels to show a weight of 65 to 70 pounds. Much 
superior in quality to any other late variety than we 
are acquainted with and our customers give us the 
information quoted. 

RED ACRE—The Earliest Red Cabbage. This famous 
early red variety is again available! The solid, round 
heads are medium-sized (38-5 lbs.) and mature a little 
later than Copenhagen Market. Red Acre is remark- 
able for its ability to stand a long time without splitting 
even under adverse weather conditions, and the hard 
heads keep well in storage. 

GOLDEN ACRE 
CABBAGE 

CHINESE CABBAGE — CHIHLI — Imported — This is 
the most popular kind and best for market and roadside 
stands. It has almost entirely replaced all other kinds 
The heads are very attractive, often 18 inches long, uni- 
form in shape and size, hard and firm. A profitable 
crop both muck and upland, as it commands a ready 
market, and can also be held in storage for winter 
sales. Sow the seed in July or August; the crop ma- 
tures in 8 to 10 weeks. 1 to 14% pounds will sow 
one acre. 

Don’t Delay Your Order. Make Your Plans Early. Order Early 
4 



ANDREWS-BURRI SEED ANNUAL AND PRICE LIST 

CHINESE CABBAGE . see ort iret Lol 

CABBAGE 
One-half Pound at Pound Price 

OZ mm ab labs Lb. 

GoldenmeNcres Bilites 2.6 .0c.0% cece vis ce 50c $1.50 $5.00 
IPrigemote Denmark: .. .ccs..osss0ses0 60c 2.00 6.00 
OLUCHMPA CTO. eset Sects: cise se cee ee 50c 1.40 4.50 
WopenharenssVMarket” 2.50.6... ec nee 40c 1.15 3.50 
Early Jersey Wakefield ............ ANC w12155 3.50 
Charleston Large Wakefield ........ 35e 86.11.00 ~—3..00 
GlomvmOtmeMMKDUIZEN acc b oc ce cess 0s 40c- 1:30' 4.00 
Pemmemtate ballhesd-..... ssc ec ce wes 50e 1.50 5.00 
Barivalbwart Mat Dutch ............ ANG ic0) 4.00 

IBS VASMmEDOIIATICGI! 0.52 sc selcs sees es DOUCHE leo Omen D.0U 
ReMOMMMMOTOUG sts oo ke cack cles ccc celews 50e 1.40 4.50 
Danish Ballhead, Short Stem ........ 40ec 1.80 4.00 
Finedienimesall beads sca ac dae «cate ans « 50 Gaelic te .00 

CUMMING CHID pet ep ec eycc tt's, ons) b sr 01s. ») one eie!e's 60c 2.00 6.00 
Mammotieked Rock .....sc6c0...... 50e 1.50 5.00 
American Perfection Savoy ......... 50e 1.50 5.00 
DOM GO NICE CAIN: Srecne coc cloec | 5 cle savela'e DO Gaeeel. 00 meeb:00 
1 (Cs Led Eee a Pr A0e 1.80 4.00 
ReEGmMG@ODeENDAGEN, We.c2cs85 cece cisco 60e 2.00 6.00 
EIEN Cie oe coe vions aie ote s aso os she's 1.00 3.00 10.00 
CHINESE CABBAGE (Wong-Bok)..30c 1.00 3.00 
CHINESE CABBAGE (Chihli)...... 30e 1.00 38.00 
CHINESE CABBAGE (Michihli)....35¢ 1.85 4.00 

YELLOWS RESISTANT 
STRAINS OF CABBAGE 

Following, 1900 crop failures became more frequent in 
cabbage growing sections of the Middle West. Even 
on land where the crop had been grown only a few 
times, growers were puzzled by the fact that plants 
turned yellow, leaves dropped off at stem and plants died 
in large numbers even with careful rotation of cabbage 
with other crops. Once this diseased condition ap- 
peared there seemed to be no effective cure or preven- 
tion by rotation, seed or soil treatment, and the only 
course left was to abandon such fields as “Cabbage 
sick.” The varieties described below have proven their 
real worth in districts where it has been impossible 
to grow cabbage of more common varieties in the past 
few years. 

EARLY YELLOWS RESISTANT GOLDEN ACRE, 
absolutely a new variety, which has been bred out of 
the Golden Acre, but has been entirely satisfactory in 
the last ten years in many parts of the country. We 
have found it to be as early as the early strains of 
Copenhagen and yet as resistant as any of the other 
varieties of cabbage. which are bred with a thought of 

producing a crop on infested soils. 

EARLIEST OF ALL, is an early yellow resistant 
Golden Acre, more resistant than Early Detroit 

and Racine Market, stands longer without burst- 
ing, darker green, about 3 to 4 days earlier than 
Detroit Resistant and about 6 to 7 days earlier 
than Racine Market. A more superior strain of 
the other yellow resistant strains of Golden Acre. 

MARION MARKET OR YELLOWS RESISTANT 
COPENHAGEN—90 days—tThis is a yellows resist- 
ant strain of Copenhagen Market. Plants large, coarse, 
not so uniform or early by ten days as the original 
Copenhagen, but have solid, crisp, tender, round heads. 
Will produce a crop when nonresistant strains fail. 

YELLOWS RESISTANT BUGNER’S SHORT STEM, 
extremely popular wherever planted, our strain of seed 
is a production of the originator’s stock seed. This va- 
riety produces large, semi-round heads. It is disease 
resistant and will take trifle more space to grow than 
other varieties, should not be set closer than 2% by 
3 feet. 

WISCONSIN NO. 8, a yellows resistant strain of the 
Danish Ballhead, desirable for growing in sections in- 
fected with this disease. Plants are somewhat larger, 
more leafy and spreading than the Ballhead, but 
heads are fully as firm, compact and long keeping. 

DANISH BALLHEAD SHORT STEM (Yellows Resist- 
ant)—A desirable new strain which produces excellent 
crops on soil infested with cabbage “yellows.” Keeps 
well, is of fine texture, and matures slightly earlier 
than Wisconsin No. 8. 

GLOBE, a yellows resistant type of the well-known 
Glory of Enkhuizen, having about the same size head 
as the Glory. The most popular of all the yellows 
resistant varieties. We sell more of Globe than all 
others. 

EVERGREEN HOLLANDER—Latest introduction in 
the disease resistant cabbages. A fine strain of Hollan- 
der, heads well rounded, solid, and dark green color. 
More resistant to yellows than any other late varieties 
of cabbages. 

RED HOLLANDER, YELLOWS RESISTANT— Abso- 
lutely a yellows resistant red cabbage, somewhat smaller 
than Mammoth Red Rock, color dark red. Its firm 
heads make it a good keeper, in size and season about 
the same as Danish Ballhead. 

YELLOWS RESISTANT VARIETIES 

Oz. % Lb. Lb. 

GoldengA crema wrereraaaicc a oreicier: 60c $2.00 $6.00 

Wisconsin N Ose cimeaeiiettet te srerentcye cis1- 50e 1.50 5.00 

Marione Marketies cctetemtsre cs eeioirers <n 60c 2.00 6.00 

Wisconsin s Ball ® Head viaje ag aie sn tees 60e 2.00 6.00 

Glohe=¢Mnkhuizen) ie. cccceee oe wes» 60c 2.00 6.00 

Buener’s Short stem sc. meee. ele 60c 2.00 6.00 

Danish Ballhead, Yellows Resistant..60ce 2.00 6.00 

Redelollandermreamsrcrtisetenel ects) re 70c 2.85 7.00 

Evergreen Hollander ics 00 ce wes 60c 2.00 6.06 

RACINGmIVLAT KG Gann emeciettatete tr ctanersrererersre 60c 1.75 5.50 

Barly Detroiter enewin se eaters cle wc) 60e 1.75 5.50 
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yc PLANT EARLY 

IT ALWAYS PAYS 

TO BE FIRST ON 

THE MARKET 

WHITE MOUNTAIN 

ce CAULIFLOWER 

IS MOST ALWAYS 

ONE OF THE BEST 

MONEY CROPS 

CAULIFLOWER 
WHITE MOUNTAIN—Because of its unusual 

qualities and resistance has displaced nearly all 

of the other varieties where in competition. A 

strong growing variety of the snowball type, 

produces larger and deeper heads and with no 

unusual growing hindrances will make very am- 

ple foliage with overlapping leaves over the 

head as a protection to the snow-white heads in 

its forming. The heads are of great depth and 

pure white in color, green leaves rarely appear 
in the head. Ten years’ experience prompts us 
to say that White Mountain will produce 25 to 
30 per cent more number one marketable heads 
than most other varieties. White Mountain is 
in a class of its own and our statements are 
backed by the reports of our customers in 
Colorado, Michigan, Minnesota, Iowa and IIli- 
nois. 

A NEW, EARLY CAULIFLOWER 
WHITE TOP — Unquestionably the earliest 
maturing strain of the Snowball type, over 
which it is a grand improvement indeed. 
Comes about 8 days earlier. Of dwarf, compact 
habit. Noticeable for its extreme earliness and 
the certainty of producing its finely grained, 
firm snow white large heads, of the finest qual- 
ity. The best strain for forcing and specially 
adapted for very critical market gardeners. 
Produces nearly 100% heads. 

SUPER SNOWBALL—Our Super Snowball is 
the best strain grown. It is about two days later 
than our famous White Top under favorable 

conditions of soil and weather. Produces a won- 
derful yield of large, compact, beautiful white 
heads, well protected with leaves which curl 
over the head. In a way-.quite distinct from 
other strains. Heading very uniform, so crops 
can be harvested within two or three weeks. 

WHITE EXCELSIOR is a somewhat more 
vigorous type of the Snowball class and selected 
to produce a larger head than Snowball without 
losing materially in earliness. After we intro- 
duced this new type, result of close cooperation 
between our breeding department and a promi- 
nent market gardener, it has conquered the 
market by leaps and bounds and we feel per- 
fectly sure it will meet with instantaneous fa- 
vor in your locality. This new strain will ma- 
ture with great evenness and, although Snow- 
ball will perhaps give a few forerunners a cou- 
ple of days before White Excelsior makes its 
start, the bulk of the crop is nearly as early and 
harvesting may be completed 120 days after 
date of sowing. The pure white heads are re- 
markable for their great depth and unexcelled 
white color. The curd is of fine texture, and re- 
sistant in a high measure to “riciness” and 
“fuzziness.”’ Also heads in which small green 
leaves appear will be sought in vain. The fo- 
liage is somewhat larger than of Snowball and 
the inner leaves are perfect, protecting the head 
until nearly full grown. We are sincere in be- 
lieving that White Excelsior ranks as one of 
the very superior stocks of Cauliflower avail- 
able anywhere at any price. 

CAULIFLOWER 
1% Oz. Oz. y% Lb. Lb. % Oz. Oz. y% Lb. Lb. 

Henderson’s True Early JulyeK ine Perera eter $1.75 $3.00 $11.00 $40.00 
Snow ballvifortere. eo ee 2.00 $3.00. $11.00 $40.00 White*Top. 7... 2ae...a6 1.50 2.50 9.00 80.00 

Super Strain Snowball.... 1.50 2.50 9.00 30.00 White Excelsior, American 1.50 2.50 9.00 30.00 
Danish Giant or Dry A. '& B..Specialiines ) asa. 2.50 4.00 14.00 60.00 

Weather. 4. aaa ciee se 2.00 38.00 11.00 40.00 White Mountain, Imported 1.75 3.00 10.00 35.00 
White Mountain ..>..:-... 1.50 Sa 2.00 9.00 30.00 White Excelsior, Imported 1.75 3.00 10.00 35.00 
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CULTURE — The carrot 
will do well in any good, well- 
worked soil. For early use, 
sow the seed when the apple 
is in bloom, in rows 15 
inches apart, and when 2 
inches high thin out so that 
the plants stand 4 inches 
apart in the row. For fall 
and winter use, sow the seed 
from the 1st to 15th of June. 
Sow one ounce of seed to 100 
feet of drill, 2 to 3 pounds to 
acre. 

CHANTENAY SPE- 
CIAL (Long Type) — 
Days to maturity, 55-70. 
This variety, introduced 
by the great French firm 
of Vilmorin-Andrieux & 
Cie., forty years ago, is 
still the leading commer- 
cial carrot in the United 
States. It has held its 
great popularity on merit 
alone, for it has a beau- 
tiful appearance and ex- 
cellent table quality. Its 
length will average from 
5 to 6 inches and its 
color is a rich orange-red. In shape the root is 
of great uniformity, of the half-long type, 
smooth and free from side rootlets. Our stock 
has been finely bred and may be planted with 
absolute confidence by market gardeners, 
truckers and ranchmen. Our sales of this va- 
riety have now reached enormous proportions, 
and this could not have been possible had we 
not had an extremely fine strain. If you have 
not tried our Chantenay, do not fail to do so. 

DANVERS HALF LONG—A handsome, cyl- 
indrical shaped carrot of good size and stump- 
rooted. It differs from Chantenay in that it is 
slightly longer in reaching maturity and will 
average an inch or so more in length. Our true 
type averages 614 to 7 inches in length, taper- 
ing uniformly to a blunt point. The roots are 
smooth and very attractive, of rich, deep 
orange color, with crisp, sweet, tender flesh. A 
popular variety for the shipper, also splendid 
for the table. 
XXX CORELESS—This variety is by far the 
earliest of its type, but its earliness does not 
affect in any way its size or quality. It is a half- 
long, cylindrical, blunt-pointed variety, with 
a very small tap-root and small, fine top. The 
shape and size are extremely uniform, averag- 
ing 6 to 7 inches in length and 114 inches in 
diameter, clean-skinned, smooth and easily 
pulled. The flesh is very fine-grained, absolutely 
without any woody heart or core, and entirely 
free from stringiness and coarseness. Color of 
flesh is rich red-orange, and flavor finest. 

We try to treat others as we would be treated 

CARROTS 

CHANTENAY SPECIAL ...LONG TYPE 

HUTCHINSON — Like 
Bagley except that it has 
a greenish tinge at the 
shoulder, growing slight- 
ly out of ground. 

SUPREME HALF 
LON G— Resembles a 
small refined Danvers 
with short tops. Root 6 
to 7 inches long, about 2 
inches in diameter at 
shoulder, tapering to a 
half stump. Exterior 
smooth, and of excellent 
color. Flesh tender, sweet 
and of fine flavor. Core 
small and the same dark 
red as the rest of the 
flesh. Especially adapted 
to use by market garden- 
ers both for bunching 
and as a basket carrot. 

MORSE’S BUNCH- 
IN G — All-America 
Award 1934. Tops short; 
foliage rather coarsely 

cut; stems medium size and strong. Roots at 
maturity are 114 to 114 by 8 inches in size, al- 
most cylindrical with rounded shoulders, and 
are well stumped. Developed as a bunching carrot for 
long distance shipping. Does well in North and should 
be used more by market growers. 

NANTES — Stump-Rooted — Particularly desirable for 
frame culture and one of the best for home garden and 
early market. Tops small. Roots bright orange; 6-7 
inches long, 1% inches thick; cylindrical; stump-rooted. 
Flesh bright orange, of highest quality; core incon- 
spicuous. Similar to much that is offered under the 
term “coreless.” 

IMPERATOR—All-America Selections Silver Medal 
1933—Similar in size and shape to Morse’s Bunching, 
with medium tops strong enough for bunching, shoul- 
ders slightly rounded. Bright orange color and coreless. 

NANTES STRONG TOP—A new selection developed 
out of our outstanding strain of Nantes, Stump- 
Rooted. Has the same general root characteristics as 
Nantes, Stump-Rooted, but tops, while not noticeably 
larger, are stronger and less likely to break at the 
collar in pulling. 

CARROTS 
Five Lbs. and Over 5c Less Per Lb. 
One-half Pound at Pound Price Oz. ¥% Lb. Lb. 

Corelesey Xk: Nee teper ieee ea elecerevete siess 20ec 0c $2.00 
Early Long Scarlet Nantes.......... 20e 0c 2.00 
Chantenay Special, Long Type....... 15e¢ 50c 1.50 
@hantena vaccum) aieesaeereete tere aici: 15e 50c 1.50 
@hantenaya KheduCoredmaerrraiic there ce cre 15e 50¢ £1.50 
Danviersel alto lsOn Ow eaeweneeneite tee rete cts 15e 50c 1.50 
DenversD anviersmemrerseedseteke christs sists 15e¢ 50e 1.50 
Danverse ede Gored mapa trietettesisicitere 2 Cen DCH OO. 
TP ONGELES We Clapeter erste ie ctelorsistens co siele) 20e 55ce £1.60 
MOorseebUnChiticmerndtertetse rere dictsret sr onclot. 20c 55c £41.60 
Hutchinson meee eect hectare tt reise cheese 20ec 70c 2.00 
Hmiperatoreeenmies s cues aera sss ce 15¢c 50c_ 1.50 
Supremew tality Lovet aa cae «> a ets tn 20c 55c 1.60 
Sireamlineneeea- tities cscs ns 20e 70c 2,00 
Nantes Strong LOten eeitecs ictae sine. s 206° 7 *10er 2 
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JUMBO No. 99 

CELERY 
CULTURE—Sow in drills and tread seed firmly in; 
thin out to an inch apart and keep ground well worked 
and free from weeds; shade young plants for a week 
or ten days and do not let soil dry out. To secure stock 
plants cut off tops once or twice before transplanting, 
before July, after the plants have attained a height of 
4 to 6 inches. One ounce of seed for 5,000 plants, 4 
ounces for one acre. 

TALL GOLDEN SELF-BLANCHING—This 
new tall strain, selected in France from Golden 
Self-Blanching Celery, differs from the original 
by making a decidedly heavier and taller 
growth. The foliage is also quite distinct and 
has been bred for disease resistance. The slen- 
der heart is well blanched. It is an extra-early 
variety which should be carefully tested by 
celery growers to determine its adaptability to 
their particular growing conditions and its mar- 
ket value. Because of their taller growth, the 
plants require more labor if they are blanched 
with earth. 

GOLDEN PLUME, OR WONDERFUL CEL- 
ERY—This celery is very similar to the Golden 
Self-Blanching. It is of the same color and gen- 
eral appearance, but of more vigorous, sturdy 
growth, forming heavy, solid stalks which 
blanch quickly and are of fine quality. We have 
a very fine strain which will be found equal, 
if not superior, to any sold, even at much higher 
prices. We advise all growers of celery to try 
this strain. There are never any soft stalks and 
the celery is large, vigorous and healthy, and 
keeps well in storage. 
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PARIS GOLDEN SELF - BLANCHING— 
Similar to the White Plume in its self-blanching 
characteristics, but of a deep golden yellow 
color. 

GIANT PASCAL—Grows two feet high; the 
stalks are very broad, thick and crisp, and of a 
rich nutty flavor. The heart is golden yellow, 
very full and attractive in appearance. It 
blanches very easily and quickly. 

CORNELL NO. 19—100 days, main crop— 
Yellows Resistant—Developed by Cornell Uni- 
versity, cross between Golden Self-Blanching 
and Utah; combining good characteristics of 
both, has the desirable green pascal features, 
with the earliness of easy-blanching strains 
and the outstanding quality of the famous 
pascal. 

The stalks are 10 to 11 inches to the joint, 
smooth ribbed and rounded. The hearts are 
long and well developed. The flesh is thick, ten- 
der and crisp, free from strings. The hearts 
have super quality and flavor. 

Cornell No. 19 has proven highly successful 
on both muck and upland soil, plants vigorous, 
24 inches in height, are highly resistant to 
fusarian wilt. : 

We suggest it for main crop. We do not recom- 
mend this as an early crop, as it has ten- 
dency to produce seeds. 

JUMBO NO. 99—Of Utah parentage, earlier, 
taller and vigorous growth, height 22 to 26 
inches. Large, erect, compact, full heart and 
composed of many thick, rounded stalks. Edi- 
ble stalks. usually 8 to 10 inches, medium, with 
quite smooth outer stalks. Lighter green at 
maturity, can be easily blanched to a clear, 
greenish white. 

MICHIGAN GOLDEN—New Strain—Devel- 
oped by Michigan State Agricultural College; 
resistant to fusarian wilt, bred from tall strain 
Golden Self-Blanching; sealed packages only. 

CELERIAC, OR TURNIP-ROOTED CEL- 
ERY—Sow seed same as celery. Transplant in 
rows two feet apart, six inches in the row. 
Thorough cultivation is necessary to secure 
good roots. Earthing-up is not necessary. Roots 
may be cooked or used as salad. 

CELERY 
Oz. ¥% Lb. Lb. 

Coloradopaascal sas NOlueetr Ter $3.50 $12.00 $45.00 
Kiansa sae bas Celt saee io) leer ieee 8.00 10.00 35.00 
Giant ;Rascal ne cere cone 70¢ 2.10 7.00 
Ace Celeriac, Turnip-Rooted..... 70c 2.10 7.00 
Goldens]P lume sehr eee ere 1.00 So DOMEEZAOG 
Tall Strain Golden, Self- 

Bleaching 7 so. 3 ae eee eee 1.00 3.50 12.00 
California, Golden No. 14........ 1.50 5.00 18.00 
Supreme Goldentemcrtte eerie 2.00 6.00 20.00 
Golden}Pascaliy. siivacsrcnuctetsreye sts 1.50 5.00 18.00 
Cornell =Noi197c ee ae ene 1.75 5.00 16.00 
Michigan Golden. sa7. een eee 2.25 8.00 30.00 
Tall) Déltihoreueee ec ieee 8.50 12.00 45.00 
Golden Plume, New Strain...... 1.00 3.50 12.00 
Jumbo WNol 994 ve. pee es tee 1.00 3.00 10.00 
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CHICORY 
WITLOOF—A delicious winter salad, eaten 
usually with French dressing like cos lettuce. 
The root is long like a parsnip, but the part 
eaten is the top of the root, with the young 
leaves, usually best when forced in the winter. 

COLLARDS 
TRUE GEORGIA COLLARDS—This is a tall, 
loose-leaved cabbage-like or kale-like plant 
grown throughout the South and known in dif- 
ferent sections as “Cole,” ‘“Colewort,” or sim- 
ply “Greens.” It is extensively used for the 
table as well as for stock feeding in the South, 
where it continues in growth and is usable 
throughout the entire winter. Collards usually 
succeed in locations where cabbage cannot be 
grown to perfection. 

Sow the seed thickly in drills, in rich ground, 
transplanting when about 4 inches high; or 
sow in drills where the plants are to remain, 
and when well started thin to two or three feet 
apart in the row. In the South, seed may be 
sown from January to May and from August 
to October. 

CHICORY—Witloff, French Endive..50c $1.50 $5.00 

COLLARDS—Georgia, Southern or 
IBECOLCPEMEE Orie ccics sterecined ere euiss 6 10¢ 25c 60c 

IDINLIL— i eyaehea@hA WA 4 Gistd selena Slocineanen 15¢ 25¢ 75¢ 

HYBRID 

SWEET CORN 

SENECA DAWN—6)5 days—150 kernels per 
oz. A large-eared, extra-early yellow hybrid. 
Stalks 414 to 5 feet, strong, upright. Ears well 
up from the ground, 614 inches long, 12 to 14 
rows, medium yellow, fair quality, kernels on 
large cob. Heavy husk gives good coverage to 
end of ear. 

SENECA “60’’—62 days—150 kernels per oz. 
This new hybrid is very prolific, usually pro- 
ducing two and many times three ears per stalk. 
The stalk is 4 to 414 feet tall. Ears 6 inches 
long, slender, 8 to 10 rowed. Kernels yellow, 
medium wide and fair quality. The earliest of 
all hybrids. Not resistant to wilt. 

SENECA 60 < C13—65 days—150 kernels 
per oz. A new wilt-resistant hybrid for those 
sections where bacterial wilt is prevalent. The 
41% to 5-foot stalk is a vigorous grower. Ears 
614 inches long, 10 to 14 rows of yellow kernels 
of fair quality. A larger ear than Seneca 60 
and only a few days later. | 

SENECA GOLDEN—72 days—220 kernels per 
oz. Stalks 514 feet tall and produce two mar- 
ketable ears on practically every stalk. Ears 
nearly as large as Golden Cross and well filled 

clear to the tip. Kernels rich golden yellow, and 
if harvested when ready are of excellent qual- 
ity. Should not be used in the South where bac- 
terial wilt is serious. 

GOLDEN CROSS BANTAM—4 to 8 days 
later than Golden Bantam. Stalks averaging 
614 to 7 feet, are sturdy and straight, and un- 
der favorable conditions two ears are usually 
produced on each stalk. The ears are about 8 
inches long, 10 to 14 rowed, with tightly 
wrapped husk, which makes it resistant to ear 
worms. This hybrid is also noted for resistance 
to Stewart’s disease and for the uniformity of 
its ears. Matures in 85 days. 

EARLIGOLD—The newest Hybrid developed 
for critical market gardeners, who want earli- 
ness, ear size, wilt tolerance, and improved 
quality in a first early hybrid. Earligold ma- 
tures in 72 to 75 days, which is in season with 

Golden Hummer, Golden Sunshine and Golden 
Early Market. It produces 12-16 rowed ears, 
slightly tapering, well filled and 614 to 7 
inches long. Uniformity is one of its merits. 
The plants are sturdy, 5 to 514 feet tall, with 
few suckers. In wilt-free sections production 
of marketable ears is 10% to 30% greater, and 
in wilt-infested areas 10% to 60% greater 
than Golden Hummer, Golden Sunshine and 
Golden Early Market. 

TENDERGOLD—A top cross of Purdue Bantam or 
Golden Sunshine, ears are cylindrical to slightly taper- 
ing, from 7 to 8 inches long. It has 10 to 14 rows of 
kernels of the high quality of Golden Bantam. It yields 
more than either Golden Bantam or Golden Sunshine 
and matures in 78 days, at about the same time as the 
Golden Bantam. It is very resistant to Stewart’s dis- 
ease, shows great uniformity of ears and produces a 
large percentage of two-eared stalks. 

MARCROSS C6.13—A 75-day early, yellow, wilt-re- 
sistant corn. The 7-inch to 8-inch ears are borne on 
sturdy, leafy stalks, 5 to 6 feet tall. The ears are 
slightly tapering, containing 12 to 14 rows of delicious 
golden kernels. The ears are well above the ground. 
This variety, like all hybrids, is a heavy producer, 
yielding 30 to 40% more marketable ears than most 
open pollenated types. Its uniformity in maturing is a 
great advantage to the market grower in the gathering. 

NARROW GRAIN EVERGREEN—White—90 days— 
A new hybrid variety developed primarily to pro- 
vide growers with a late white type of heavy yield and 
high quality in shape and texture of kernels. Stalks 
tall and strong; ears large and well filled with 18-22 
rows of narrow, deep kernels; a very promising variety. 

CARMELCROSS—Yellow—79 days—A second early 

variety developed by the Connecticut Experiment 

Station, New Haven, for market, canning or home gar- 

den use. Vigorous and heavy yielding in comparison to 

its earliness. Medium sized gently tapering ears with 
12-14 rows of yellow kernels. 
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HYBRID SWEET CORN ... Continued 

IOANA Yellow — 87 days — Originated by 

Iowa State College, commercially developed 

and entered in the All-American Trials for 1939, 

when it was awarded a Bronze Medal. An at- 

tractive variety, highly resistant to wilt. Plants 

tall and sturdy. Ears 714 to 8 inches long, 12-14 

rowed, cylindrical; well filled with medium- 

narrow, light yellow kernels. The strain of this 

leading hybrid is distinctive and exceptionally 

productive. 

HYBRIDS 
5 10 100 

Lb. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. 

Barligold foccee cares crertee. cre 60c $2.50 $4.10 $37.00 
IMarcrosse COs omer tiesto riers 60ec 2.50 4.10 389.00 

Seneca (60) Yellow ........ 65c 38.00 5.75 55.00 

Tandervold Mecsas tis acts aie. 60ec 2.50 4.10 39.00 

Golden» Gross) bantam... 60ec 2.50 4.10 39.00 

Evergreen Hybrid .......... 60c 2.85 5.75 55.00 
Country Gentlemen Hybrid..60e 2.85 5.75 55.00 
SenecanOUmOnclomerrerenettrat 65e 3.00 5.75 55.00 
ATIStOSOId Sac ctanists sia ere ores 60e 2.50 4.50 40.00 
TOAN DM He rereete octeletscsciarersiererere 60¢ > 2.50 4:10.55 39:00 
Spancross C-3X13 ......... 60c 2.50 4.50 42.00 
Senecas Goldeniyc mires steer 65¢ 3.00 5.75 —«5 5.00 
Seneca mD awilscerrets eieteiete sien. 65e -38.00 5.75 55.00 
WarMelCrOssmeversde alee stevenersterelone G0 Cua.) Omer 4 Oro OL00 
Whipcross (2.05 see efesnsl- 60c 2.50 4.10 39.00 
Bantam Evergreen ......... GO0c 250410 9.00 
Staycross fy eeisens eee es 60c 2.50 4.10 39.00 

SWEET CORN, OPEN, POLLENATED 

5 10 100 
Lb. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. 

Adams Early Ideal.......... 80c $1.15 $2.25 $20.00 

Golden Early Market....... 40c 1.80 2.80 25.00 

Whipple’s Early Yellow..... 40c 1.80 2.80 25.00 

Barden’s Wonder Bantam...40c 1.80 2.80 25.00 

Golden Hummer =. ..%.5... 02. 40c 1.80 2.80 25.00 

Golden Sunshine ........... 40c 1.80 2.80 25.00 

Bantam Evergreen ......... 40c 1.80 2.80 25.00 

Golden Bantam ........... 40c 1.80 2.80 25.00 

Early Evergreen ........... 40c 1.80 2.80 25.00 

Stowell’s Evergreen Special..40c 1.80 2.80 25.00 
Country Gentleman ......... 40c 1.80 2.80 25.00 

* IF YOU HAVE ANY PROBLEMS WE MAY 

BE ABLE TO HELP YOU. OUR PRINCIPALS 

HAVE SPENT MOST OF THEIR LIVES SERV- 

ING MARKET GARDENERS. WRITE US AND 

WE’LL DO OUR BEST TO HELP YOU, 

OUR WONDERFUL 

CUCUMBER 
OUR WONDERFUL—Beautiful in appearance, of dark 
bluish green color. Suitable for both the garden and 
forcing. A healthy, productive and fairly early variety, 
the fruits averaging 14 inches in length by 2% inches 
in diameter and are very symmetrical. An ideal cu- 
cumber for the market grower. 

WONDER GREEN—10 inches long. A beautifully long, 
slender, dark green cucumber commanding a premium 
on the critical market, exceedingly popular because of 
excellent shape and intense dark color which is main- 
tained longer than in any other variety. Fruit taper- 
ing at stem end, vigorous, productive, resistant to un- 
favorable growing conditions. Seeds are few. 

CUBIT— (New)—65 days—1944 winner of All-Amer- 
ica Bronze Medal. This new variety is of the A. & C. 
and Colorado class. Vines prolific; fruit smooth, un- 
usually dark green color, cylindrical with blunt ends, 
length 8% inches, small seed cavity. An excellent 
shipper. Holds its color, crisp texture, and flesh quality 
well in shipping or on the market. 
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DOUBLE YIELD—Enormous yields of the finest 
pickles. Increasingly popular among growers because 
of the enormous yield of fine, straight pickles. The 
young cucumbers are produced in clusters. The cu- 
cumbers are very straight with blunt ends, medium 
deep green in color and the very best shape for pickles. 
The earliest variety we know, enabling growers to 
plant late and get a large yield. 

STRAIGHT-8—62 days—This outstanding variety 
produces symmetrical, cylindrical fruits about 8 inches 
in length and about 1% inches in diameter. Fruits well 
rounded at ends, deep green when ready for use, and 
free from stripping. An ideal shipping cucumber. 

MARKETER—65 days—A high yielding variety, 
somewhat on the order of Straight 8. Holds its dark 
green color exceptionally well. Outstanding in yield- 
ing ability, as prolific vines throw an exceptionally 
large number of female blossoms per plant. Stands 
heat better than most varieties. 
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CUCUMBER .. . Continued 

DARKIE, a greenhouse forcing variety, very 

dark green, 10 to 11 inches in length. Holds 

its color well, making it ideal for shipping, also 

for outdoor planting. 

CUCUMBER 

Five Lbs. and Over 5c Less Per Lb. Oz. %Lb. Lb. 

@UPMVVONGEYLUL 2 osc. tee clc ees oe 25e 5c $2.50 

DNTP ENSTOCD. ©. oe 50 oe oe eS as cee sees 25c T5e 2.50 

IES DCCIAL ois. cess ns betes eens 20c 60c 2.00 

NS cies 6 aoe. & wipes eo ale nie oe 60 25c T5c 2.50 

IN eye fe gris a's git ns Sse oie eo 85% 2oCe um /OCe 7 2.D0 

GL (CS le 25G soc. 2.50 

oo) Loner Oy We nar 20c 60c 2.00 

Pecearmariy Fortune...c....s.0ss00 20c. 60c 2.00 

MEI IUREEE-CTSLOCL ices ors foc. cs 'etere' 21s 8 vadiele sie 20c 60c 2.00 

BORA UEP ICKIING.. . oe casi bce ee wees 20c 60c 2.00 

SINR OLOLA COs. eis wis oe diene 9-48 6 wieuave seis ZDCuOG NE 2200 

SE MES ci Nay <i ceavsin' «ae 9 0 08's 6 20e 60c 2.00 

IMT Oe et 5a wSare ie 5, 6, 5 <4 202 oiaie 6 20c 60c 2.00 

Stays Green Long Type............. 20c 60c 2.00 

MEE AGAC ari or ee. cfs nd oiens a b'ada'w es o's 25e> 15¢ 2.50 

IDEARC. co. seid: eygR note CSCICIORaCRRcRc re NERORERO Ee to 25e) ) (be) 2:00 

UE ty) yo cle csc ce els ec'a sess 30c 85c 2.75 

NRE iane clay Gre sic ae coe Cie e's 25c T5e 2.50 
0S. coe 25be Tie 2.50 

improved Long Green............«5. 20c 60c 2.00 

Rae sens csis 5 ee Wis a kralsic seo dnt bons 25c T5e 2.50 

IBOSROMMIDICKI ON sis 5 sf tisieere Stalensteves siete 20c 60c 2.00 

BLACK BEAUTY 

EGG PLANT 
CULTURE—Thrives well in any good garden soil. Sow 

the seed in hotbed or greenhouse in March or April, 

and when an inch high, pot in 2 or 3-inch pots or plant 

in shallow boxes 4 inches apart each way. Plant in the 

open ground when danger of frost is past, in rows 3 

feet apart each way. One ounce will yield 2,000 plants; 

% pound for an acre. To prevent blight and bugs use 

Bordeaux Mixture with arsenate of lead, 

EGG PLANT... Continued 

BLACK BEAUTY—The earliest and best of all 

large-fruited egg plants. It is valuable alike to 

the private planter and to the extensive grower 

for market. Black Beauty produces fruits fully 

as large as and ready for use ten days to two 

weeks earlier than the New York Improved. 

The plants branch freely near the ground, and 

grow in well-rounded bushes. The grand, large 

fruits are thick, of attractive form. The skin is 

a rich, lustrous purplish black—the satin gloss 

and rich coloring add greatly to the beauty. 

The brilliant coloring is uniform over the whole 

fruit and does not fade at the blossom end; 

entirely free from spines or thorns. 

IMPROVED NEW YORK—Best variety in 

cultivation. Sure cropper and fine quality. 

Plants large and vigorous; fruits large, oval 

and deep purple color; flesh white and tender. 

FORT MYERS MARKET—Robust heavy yielding type 
that is widely grown in warm season areas and for ship- 

ping from the South. Plants tall and vigorous, resistant 

to disease and carry the fruit off the ground. Attrac- 

tive long oval fruit of extremely smooth, glossy black 

color. Ours is an exceptionally fine stock. 

KOHL RABI 
CULTURE—Seed should be sown in light, rich soil as 
early in spring as possible in rows 1% feet apart and 
when well established thin to 6 inches apart in the row. 
Plantings at intervals of ten days will give a succes- 
sion until hot weather, when they will fail to grow 
well. Plantings may be made the latter part of July 
for fall use. 

PRAGUE FORCING—Extra for Forcing— 
Extremely early, with distinctly small tops. 
Bulbs are of medium size, light green, or nearly 
white, and of best quality for table if used 
when about 2 inches in diameter. 

WHITE VIENNA—Very early, having few 
leaves. Mild-flavored, smooth, white bulbs of 
medium size and fine quality, ready 75 days 
after sowing. A fine forcing sort and can be 
planted closely. The bulbs are best when about 
2 inches in diameter. The most popular variety. 

EGG PLANT 

One-half Lb. at Lb. Price. Oz. 14 Lb. Lb. 

Improved New York ............-.- 75e $2.00 $7.00 

Blacks Beality sere cictertetercistne ie oe rate 75e 2.00 7.00 

Ee Ze iMarketwacccyscc materia <r 90c 2.70 9.00 

Florida, wHigh. Bush) .eeicecs 364: = 75e 2.50 8.00 

Fort Meyers tresses oye acum s sc 75e 2.50 8.00 

Long» Dark< Purple yo ia ei ss ee 75ec 2.50 8.00 

KOHL RABI 

Prague, PW OPCIN Gc pee ales 4 ation: cuts 50e $1.50 $5.00 

Early White Vienna ............... 40c 1.25 4.00 

Purple Vienna 0.032 cect eens 50e 1.50 5.00 
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WHE | 

ENDIVE—FULLHEART 

ENDIVE (Escarolle) 
CULTURE—Sow in spring as soon as earth is free 
from frost, and repeat to within 60 days of autumn 
frost. Drill in rows of 2 feet and thin plants to 8 
inches apart. Tie up loose leaves or cover with pots to 
blanch for salad. Valuable for salads and decorative as 
a garnish to vegetables. Two ounces of seed to 100 
yards of row. Three pounds to acre. 

DEEP HEART — Broad Leaved — Deepheart 
Endive is one of the most important crops in 
many sections. It is usually grown practically 
all the year ’round and is looked upon as the 
best money-making crop. Of course, our truck- 
ers are very particular with regard to the 
stocks they use and it takes a fine stock which 
can please them. Our stock does and it will 
please you, too. If planted sufficiently close, 
plants will grow upright and easily blanch 
without needing to be tied. 

LARGE GREEN CURLED—Pink Ribbed—A 
hardy, vigorous grower, with bright green 
leaves. Midribs of the outer leaves are tinged 

with rose. The dense mass of deeply divided 
leaves formed in the center blanches very 
readily to a rich cream color. Highly esteemed 
for market and home garden, and much used 
for salads. 

GREEN CURLED —In 70 days. Standard va- 
riety for fall and winter. Finely divided leaves 
make the plant appear mossy, and when centers 
are blanched it is most beautiful. 

ENDIVE 

Oz. %Lb. Lb 

Large Green Curled, Pink Ribbed...15c Adc $1.25 

Broad-Leaved Batavian ........... 15¢ 40c 1.25 

Pullheart erin - so ess enone ere 15¢ 40c 1.25 

Large, Green Curied ....meor tees 15¢ 40c 1.25 
Deepheart) sora cue eee pe ee 15¢ 40c 1.25 
President ©...’ cecpin hone eee 25¢ 75e 2.50 
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KALE or BORECOLE 
CULTURE—One ounce of seed will sow 100 
yards of row. Four pounds to the acre. This is a 
very valuable plant for greens. A curly, loose- 
leaved plant of the Cabbage family. Sow in the 
early spring when the Oak is in full leaf, again 
in the early autumn. Drill in rows of 2% feet, 

4 thin to 8 or 20 inches, according to vigor of 
variety. 

BLOOMSDALE, DOUBLE EXTRA 
CURLED—50 days—A superior sort, in- 
troduced by us in 1894, being very curly, 
dark blue green, hardy, so short stemmed 
that it rests practically on the ground, 9 
to 11 inches broad, spreading and far 
denser in foliage than any other sort. 
Plants broader than a bushel basket and 
seem to hug the earth. More hardy than 
Dwarf Curled Scotch, passing unharmed 
through the severest winter as far north 
as Philadelphia. 9 inches high. 

DWARF CURLED BLUE SCOTCH—We have a very 
superior strain, absolutely uniform, with very fine 
curled leaves and the much desired deep bluish green 
color. Plants of dwarf habit, vigorous with large 
leaves. 

SIBERIAN—A\lso called “Early Sprouts”—Plants very 
large and spreading, leaves broad and thick, curled 
only at the edges. Color blue green. Very hardy and 
used largely for wintering over. 

SPECIAL DWARF GREEN CURLED SCOTCH— 
This stock produces the finest plants imaginable. The 
leaves are extremely curly, and yellowish green in 
color. The plant has the very desirable double-deck, 
and withstands frost. 

TALL SCOTCH—A tall strain of curly, dark green 
kale, the stems being about 3 feet tall. 

LONG STANDING CURLED SIBERIAN—The green 
leaves are very large and comparatively plain in the 
center, but heavily curled on the edge. It is a fast 
grower, extremely hardy and will stand longer in the 
spring without bolting than any other variety. 

we EAN ieee’ | 

BLUE SCOTCH 

KALE OR BORECOLE 
Oz. % Lb. Lb. 5 Lbs. 

MalleCurleds Seouch «caterer: 20c 60c $2.00 $9.00 
Dwarf Green Curled Scotch....20e 60c 1.80 £8.50 
Dwartesluen Scovel eet 20e 60c 2.00 9.00 
Siberian, Long Standing, 

Curledee a. Sacer eat 15c- “50c) Vi 5000 
Bloomsdale, Double Extra 

Curled ese. oe ier LUC 50¢ 1.50 7.00 
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MUSTARD 
An ounce of seed will sow about 300 feet of row. 

Mustard is very widely grown for greens, par- 
ticularly in the home and market gardens of 
the South. An abundance of tender, succulent 
eres is available 4 to 5 weeks after sowing 
seed. 

FLORIDA BROAD LEAF—Large, vigorous 
growth; leaves deep green; large, thick, broad- 
oval with distinct whitish midrib; margin 
toothed, but not frilled; seeds reddish-brown. 

FORD HOOK FANCY — (Long Standing) — 
Leaves are slightly smaller and more finely cut 
and curled than the Southern Curled. A very 
pure stock. 

LONG STANDING — (Southern Giant 
Curled)—Will stand without bolting to 
seed for a long time. During the hottest 
part of the summer this variety has 
stood for three weeks after it was large 
enough to cut without going to seed. The 
leaves are a medium dark green with 
beautiful, finely curled edges. 

GIANT SOUTHERN CURLED—True curled 
variety, much used in the South, especially for 
late fall planting. 

FORDHOOK FANCY—A fine variety with 
dark green feathery leaves, on account of 
which it is also called Ostrich Plume. Mild 
flavor. 

MUSTARD 
Oz. % Lb. Lb. 

Moss Curled, Long Standing ......... nye  YAsyo gaye 
errddenroad Leal sisv.. dss ses see oe 15e 20c 60c 
Southern Giant Curled, Long 

SS SATUCIIT ommme rere tan Meters cree tcsvslctgrct seeheNo ate « 15e 30e 80c 
Fordhook Fancy, Long Standing ..... 1D CEA DC TDC 
Smenetn= Giant Curled -...:.:.55.06 00 15e 380c 80c 

# 

LEEK 
ELEPHANT—The stalks are large and very 
sturdy. The bottoms are clear, pearly white and 
smooth with the white part extending well up 
the stalk. 

GIANT MUSSELBURG—A hardy variety, 
with long, medium-thick stem. Leaves broad, 
deep green. 

LARGE AMERICAN FLAG—(London Flag) 
—An early popular sort. Stems 8 to 10 inches 
long, 114 inches thick; white, and attractive. 
Leaves large, medium green, drooping back- 
wards. 

GIANT CARENTAN—Large stems, 6 to 8 
inches long, 2 to 3 inches thick. Leaves very 
dark green. Hardy, prolific; for fall and early 
winter use. 

LEEK 
Oz. % Lb. Lb. 

PC PMATLG ANS M2 ayo tle sta: aoa @ au reo 00's 50c $1.50 $5.00 
rit MGeP VLUSSE] DUP Os ves Cok sce nie e's wee 00c 2,50. .5.00 
PAP OC MA TICTICATIE MAL ous si s.cv 0 cs e ss 50c 1.50 5.00 
PAN PRGA CN Ca ees here ney aces wid olan 50c 1.50 5.00 

GRAND RAPIDS, WASHINGTON STRAIN 

LETTUCE 
An ounce of seed will sow 250 feet of row; about 2 Ibs. 

per acre, 

CULTURE—Lettuce is quite hardy and may be sown 
early in the spring. It thrives on rich and well-culti- 
vated soil, the cabbage-heading varieties especially re- 
quiring better soil than the loose leaf sorts. May also 
be sown in hotbeds and transplanted after being hard- 
ened by exposure to the air. An ounce will seed 400 
feet of row; 3 pounds per acre. 

GRAND RAPIDS FORCING, WASHING- 
TON STRAIN—45 days—tThis splendid strain 
is one of the favorite strains, being used by all 
of the large greenhouse growers, who recom- 
mend it as a superior lettuce. It was first pro- 
duced by plant selection by the honored W. W. 
Tracy of the Agricultural Department at 
Washington. Mr. Yonker procured some from 
Eugene Davis, sent him by Mr. Tracy. Mr. 
Yonker, by careful plant selection, has kept it 
up to its original purity. It is absolutely true to 
type and is more like the original Grand Rap- 
ids Forcing as it came from the hands of 
Eugene Davis. Mr. Yonker is well qualified to 
continue the breeding of this variety and can 
be depended upon to keep it up to its present 
high standard. There are very few, if any, 
sports. Color is light green; heads very heavy; 
leaf crisp, tender and curly; quality of the best. 
We grow our stock seed in the greenhouse and 
send to one of the best lettuce seed growers on 
the Coast to grow the seed crop. 

GRAND RAPIDS, b. s—Very early. Hardy, 
disease resistant; the most widely used and 
best adapted variety for greenhouse forcing. 
Plants large, upright, compact and handsome; 
bright solid light green; leaves large, broad, 
margin much waved and frilled; very tender 
and sweet when grown under glass. 
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LETTUCE... Continued 

GRAND RAPIDS U. S. NO. 1, b. s. (Mildew 
Resistant) —Developed by Dr.I.C. Jagger of the 
U. S. Department of Agriculture, and is resist- 
ant to mildew. About the same as Grand Rap- 
ids except that the leaf margins of U. 8. No. 1 
are little more deeply cut and heavily frilled; 
the color a little duller and lighter green. Rec- 
ommended for general planting as it stands 
longer without bolting to seed than other 
strains. 

EARLY CURLED SIMPSON, w. s.—Early. 
Also well known as ‘White Seeded Simpson.” 
Very hardy and dependable; particularly popu- 
lar for home gardens. Plant large, compact, 
bright, light lustrous green; leaves broad, 
frilled, firm, crisp, sweet and of good quality. 

BLACK SEEDED SIMPSON, b. s.—Early. 
Dependable in all parts of America and widely 
grown in home and market gardens. Plant 
large, attractive, compact, with broad, frilled, 
light green leaves that are of fine, crisp texture 
and splendid quality. 

DARK GREEN, Cos w. s.—A medium large, 
dark green variety which forms a good-sized, 
well-folded head. 

CORNELL NO. 456—A selection of the Im- 
perial type developed by the United States De- 
partment of Agriculture and Cornell Experi- 
ment Station. Has proved very sure heading 
when grown in the East during the summer 
months. Particularly adapted for growing on 
muck soils. Frame and head slightly smaller 
than Great Lakes and of lighter green color. 
Resistant to tip burn and early bolting. 

GREAT LAKES (New)—Tipburn Resistant— 
New Iceberg Type for Summer Growing—This 
new variety is remarkable for its ability to 
stand up and produce good, hard heads even in 
the hot weather of midsummer. It is highly 
resistant to tipburn, heads nearly 100% under 
a wide range of conditions and stands without 
bolting longer than any other kind. 

The plants are large and vigorous, and the 
heads are of good size and attractive deep 
green color. They have heavy ribs and crisp, 
thick leaves that fold well over to make very 
solid, hard heads. Planted in the spring, they 
are ready to cut about a week later than Im- 
perial 44 and will remain in condition a long 
time thereafter. 

Great Lakes is best adapted for upland grow- 
ing. See prices at right. 

NEW YORK NO. 515—This is another early- 
maturing strain, but its most outstanding fea- 
ture is its sure heading ability. Each plant 
makes a big, solid head, slightly darker than 
No. 12 and rounder. It stands fairly long with- 
out bolting. 
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IMPERIAL NO. 847—A new black-seeded 
strain of New York which may prove to be bet- 
ter than New York No. 12. The large-framed 
plants have large, rounded, medium green 
heads with abundant wrapper leaves. This 
strain shows high resistance to brown blight 
and tipburn. Specially recommended for sum- 
mer production, as well as spring and fall. Later 
than New York No. 12, but stands longer. 

IMPERIAL 44—High quality Iceberg for 
spring or fall crop—For early spring and fall 
crops, Imperial 44 is still the best Iceberg type 
to grow in the East, both on muck and upland. 
It is a sure heading, high quality lettuce, pro- 
ducing crops that compete successfully with 
western-grown Iceberg. The heads are large, 
well formed and solid, and practically every 
plant makes a fine head. It has considerable 
resistance to tipburn and produces lettuce of 
very superior quality. We highly recommend 
Imperial 44 to all growers. See prices below. 

NEW YORK NO. 12, w. s.—For many years 
a standard “Iceberg’”’ type for market, with 
solid cabbage heads, light green leaves slightly 
curled on edges. Stands heat well. 

IMPERIAL NO. 456—80 days—Developed 
by Cornell Experiment Station as a variety 
suitable for those who wish to grow head let- 
tuce in July and August. Of the Imperial type, 
and said to withstand high temperatures and 
tipburn better than Imperial No. 44. 

HEAD LETTUCE 
Five Lbs. and Over 10c Less Per Lb. 
One-half Pound at Pound Price 

Imperial No. 847, Black Seeded...... 380c 90c $3.25 
News York*Noie later care ecrciernter 80e 90c 3.25 
New: YorK:Nov5l5>) marae oo eee 30ec 90c 3.25 
New Mork Noss ese ieee 30c 90c 3.25 
New York Nos. 2a enh oct eee 30c 8 90c 3.25 
Big} Boston: hn tierce etnies Siecoctcete ee tere 20c Tbe 2.50 
Unrivalled Summer®e.2:.). acs. oer 20c T5e 2.50 
Great; Lakes sien ck cones sete 60c 1.80 5.00 
Imperiale NOw55a sen.) ceria ee are 30c 90c 38.25 
Cornellv456.30 rene cicemals ceauradasen on 60c 1.80 5.00 
Improved @Hansontes72- te ae ee 25e Tbe 2.50 

LEAF LETTUCE 
Ze) 4 dude 

Black Seeded Simpson.............. 20c 50c $1.50 
Grand Rapids, i esos. uae ee 20c 50c 1.50 
Early Curled Simpson.............. 20c =.60G Sacto 
Prize Head Stacie cece cect rane 20c 50c 1.50 
Grand Rapids, Washington Strain....20c 60c 1.75 
Grand: Rapids, U."S3Noj.. on. ene 20c ) -GOceaaEE ie 

ROMAINE OR COS 
Oz. %Lb. Lb 

Light: Green"Gog e..5 ose erie lee ae 15ec 50c $1.50 
Dark: Gréen®*Costcnen oer cores cee 15e 50e 1.50 
Bibbi tei Rec ee oe ee eel eee 80c 90c 38.00 

yw WE MAKE EVERY EFFORT TO SHIP YOUR 

ORDER THE DAY IT IS RECEIVED. DON’T © 

HESITATE TO SAY YOU ARE IN A HURRY. 
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MUSKMELON or CANTALOUPE 
HALE’S BEST NO. 36—85 days—A beauti- 

ful melon; highly flavored, really good to eat. 

Has proven its worth by becoming the most 
popular cantaloupe with large shippers the past 
several seasons. So wonderfully uniform that 
it is an outstanding breeding accomplishment. 

It is large, packing mostly 36’s or using the 
Jumbo flat crate 12’s. Solidly netted, little if 
any suture and no ribs. The rich, spicy salmon 
flesh is deep, fine-grained and holds up well for 
long-distance shipping. While primarily bred 
for the shipping trade, its many fine qualities 
make it ideal for roadside market and home 
gardens. We recommend this melon to melon 
growers; for North—where the seasons are 
short— for South to be first on the market with 
a real good cantaloupe. 

SCHOONS HARDSHELL. 87 days. A new and 
excellent flavored large melon. Slightly oblong 
with coarse netting on a tough, hard shell, and 
distinctly ribbed. Carries well to distant mar- 
kets. It has bright salmon colored flesh and 
the best flavor to be found. Weight 5 to 8 
pounds or more. 

MILDEW RESISTANT NO. 45 CANTA- 
LOUPE—tThe vines of this introduction are 
entirely free of any mildew and highly disease 
resistant. In some fields for a comparison and 
test purposes, other Rocky Ford varieties were 
planted by the side of the Resistant. In these 
fields the non-resistant strains were immedi- 
ately killed by mildew, while the Resistant in- 
tertwined with them showing no mildew in- 
fection whatever. The Mildew Resistant Canta- 
loupe is no longer an experiment. The produc- 
tion and shipping qualities due to the fact the 
No. 45 must be picked on a FULL SLIP and 
will then carry to the far distant markets, 
arriving in perfect condition. It has won its 
fame for being the most popular of the Mildew 
Resistant Strains; in other words, as a shipping 
melon, it is unexcelled. The No. 45 has a thick 
salmon colored flesh; is well flavored. However, 
the flesh is not a fine grained, neither is the 
flavor equal to that of the Improved Hale’s 
Best Strains. The melon has a reasonable small 
seed cavity and is perhaps one week later in 
maturing than the Hale’s Best. If you want a 
melon with proven shipping and carrying quali- 
ties, we advise giving the Mildew Resistant No. 
45 a trial the coming season. 
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HARD-SHELL GOLDEN 

OSAGE—A new and excellent 

flavored melon on the order of 

Bender’s Surprise in general 

appearance. It is valuable, espe- 

cially for its hard shell, which 

makes it fine for marketing, as 

they will stand up better than 

most varieties. Deeply ribbed, 

covered with a grayish yellow 

rope-like netting except for the 

distinct stripes. Skin is a beau- 

tiful yellow, flesh is medium in 

grain, red salmon in color, and 

sweet, tasty flavor. Weight 

about 6 to 7 pounds. 

HALE’S BEST SPECIAL 

MUSKMELON or CANTALOUPE ... Continued 

HONEY ROCK. 87 days. Also known as Sugar 

Rock. Fruit nearly round, medium, weighs 4 

pounds. Skin grey-green, covered with a coarse 

netting. Flesh thick, juicy, orange-salmon, with 

fine flavor. Good for home use and for shipping 

to nearby markets. 

NEW CANTALOUPE HARDSHELL. 
BENDER—This new melon has great promise 

for home gardeners and market gardeners. A 
large melon, bigger than Bender with rind very 
strong or hard, covered with heavy netting. It 
is slate colored, turning to light yellow when 

fully matured. The thick, brilliant flesh has a 
very high sugar content and the texture is soft 
and of delicious quality. It is claimed that it re- 
sembles Oregon Delicious but with better ship- 
ping qualities. 

DELICIOUS (Early Bender)—83 days—An 
excellent early variety of very superior quality. 
Similar in general character to Bender’s Sur- 
prise, but a week to 10 days earlier. Fruits 
about 6 inches in diameter, with coarse netting 
and quite prominent ribs. Rind solid; creamy 
green at maturity. Highly recommended for 

the home garden and for local markets. 

HALE’S BEST SPECIAL — 8&6 days — The 
earliest shipping melon of outstanding merit 
for home and market garden. Fruits oval, 614 
inches long by 514 inches in diameter, ribbing 
indistinct; covered with heavy netting. Flesh 
thick; salmon-orange; sweet aromatic flavor. 
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HALE’S BEST, JUMBO STRAIN—83 days 
—A large-fruited strain of this leading variety 
for local markets, preferred in some areas to 
Bender’s Surprise or Tip Top. Fruits oval, 5-6 
pound; ribbing somewhat prominent, heavily 
netted. Flesh thick, salmon-orange, sweet and 
of excellent quality; seed pocket rather large. 

QUEEN OF COLORADO — 90 days — All- 
America Honorable Mention. This appears to 
be an improved strain of Pride of Wisconsin 
and, we believe, should be considered as such. 
Originally, we believe, it was the result of a 
cross between Honey Rock and Hearts of Gold. 
Queen of Colorado combines the tough rind and 
flavor of Honey Rock with the thick flesh and 
texture of Hearts of Gold. The melons are 
slightly larger than Honey Rock and run more 
uniform in size. 

LARGE HEARTS OF GOLD—Round type or 
Morrill strain—94 days—The outstanding fea- 
ture of this melon is its deep golden flesh, 
which is of the finest quality ; sweet, spicy, fine- 
grained, and distinctly flavored. Melons medium 
large, round, well netted except a narrow stripe 
between narrow ribs. Very firm and ships well 
for moderate distances. 

ROCKY FORD—(Netted Gem)—Fruits are 
small with rather large seed cavity, nearly 
round, 214-pound, with very faint ribs, and 
heavily covered with hard gray netting; flesh 
thick, green in color, with gold tinge at the 
center; juicy, spicy, and of good flavor. 
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BREAKFAST QUEEN 

BREAKFAST QUEEN CANTA- 

LOUPE—87 days—The best va- 

riety of cantaloupes yet introduced; 

no variety can claim superiority 

in flavor and eating quality; flesh 

thick salmon in color. 

It holds up well for several days, 

allowing plenty of time for mar- 

keting and shipping to distant 

markets. Melons solidly netted 

with a very coarse gray netting, 

thick salmon in color. 

Picked just before frost when fully 

netted, can be stored in shed or 

barn to ripen and will retain its 

solidity and flavor. 

MUSKMELON or CANTALOUPE ... Continued 
IROQUOIS MELON —New Resistant Me- 

dium-Size Bender Type—This new medium- 

sized melon has such uniformly fine flavor and 

thick flesh that it has quickly become a great 

favorite. It was developed for resistance to 

fusarium wilt and is the only kind to grow on 

infected soil. It is also ideal in all sections 

where the Bender type is preferred but where 

smaller melons are desired. 

The fruits look much like Benders, with prom- 

inent ribs‘and heavy netting, and they have a 

thin, tough rind that stands handling and ship- 

ping. The flesh is very thick, smooth, fine- 

grained and sweet, and the color is an excellent 

deep orange. Ripens about the same time as 
Benders and the vigorous vines hold up well 
till frost. Try some Iroquois this year. 

ORANGE FLESH — Undoubtedly the “last 
word” in the Rocky Ford type of shipping 
melons and has brought the highest price in 
every market shipped to. Its appealing deep 
orange flesh is its distinctive characteristic. 
Fruits 5-544 x 6-614 inches, weigh 214-3 
pounds, thick oval to globular, no ribbing, and 
abundant, fine-laced netting; skin dark green, 

flesh salmon orange, medium thick, highly 

flavored, firm, juicy, good quality. Popular all- 

purpose melon. 

MUSKMELON or CANTALOUPE PRICES 
Five Lbs. and Over 5c Less Per Lb. 
One-half Pound at Pound Price O74 aD. 

PMIGERECSUISDCCIAl Sc cies cece coe ne 25e' 60c $2.20 
Beene Market 205 ..0c 5 scenes se ses 20ec 60c 2.00 
SMMPMOPEMMRL ECOG 20s cl oi s13.6 0 0 Gravee aie 01st) 9.4015 20ec 60c 2.00 
IBENOUEEISSOULDIISC 1.15 slcicre c elvie's, cisisiels 5.06 Pie sya OMPAS 
ROR URE LOM ath os’ Phcts's ate sas 6/9 SF wel ace: 0 2oCem DC. = 2.20 
Rae MEMUITITIGO Me ate, atahe ats, fig e's. ae) a ores, 0:6 20c 60c 2.00 
Uo ca Ved OM So Ve (2) ee 25e 6T5e)0O 2.25 
PEL TA LUATTY wie « ian wets ele es «ele 20e 60c 2.00 
PROMO UAMPLAIN 2 cc dss vos ss cscs ee 25c Tbe 2.50 
PETS LOST aia co's ore osc hss oe eles 0 8-8 20c 60c 2.00 
Golden Osage, Hard-Shell ........... 25c The 2.25 
Peper EA SES ICEL 8s %.6. 5 a5 sya eiere oaleletss 20ec 60c 2.00 
Honey Rock or Sugar Rock........... 20e 60c 2.00 
ING VA GIT CIOU Sie vorchetereis aa cie tae G, eters evee,.e%0 20c 60c 2.00 
finan Ocmi Cart SmOLe GOI ses sles ce se stviete 6 20e 60c 2.00 

Oz % Lb. Lb. 

Halo’se Best,oN UM Der sone: ©. neimieelon. 20c 60c $2.00 
SEWOR) 1268 dh nconoonneoeeouoot 20e 60c 2.00 

Rocky Fordi:Improveds.,n.20 206 8ces «s 20c 60c 2.00 
Mildew Resistant Number 45........ 20e 60c 2.00 
TTOGUOIS: set ees e re eel colette orrelne « 80c 1.00 3.00 
MexaseHesistanteN Ou laine terteteteis 40e 1.00 3.00 

Schoons#lLiard-shellgmereertriaetrs te creer 2OCHE DCE A. oD 

Bananan Grevaore bin keeeretectstentecdlelss 25be Tbe 2.50 
PViGesOf sVWiASCONSIN tem etenmetetciertelere eke 20c 60c 2.00 

Quéen.of Colorados mm. ss. eee acess 20c 60c 2.00 

eyo Woy sar as Sx sich rent kT Poe SA ae 20ec 60c 2.00 
Milwaukeer Viarketmemnecmineerts cic rece iors 20e 60c 2.00 

MdensGeiniecaccetnse stucresteremirrereret cies 6 20ec 60c 2.00 

Oreron »Deliciousie: aacescusistasks se 20ec 60c 2.00 

Every detail in descriptions is carefully verified. You can rely on Andrews-Burri Seeds 
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WATERMELON 
CERTIFIED SEED 

The following are a few of the rules a grower 
must comply with in order to qualify a field of 
watermelons for CERTIFICATION. A violation 
of any of these will disqualify a field regardless 
of acreage. 

Prior to planting we have to advise the Depart- 
ment just how many acres of each variety we are 
going to grow. Give location and history of pre- 
vious crops. Isolation must be 4 mile distant. 
We must send a sample of the seed we are going 
to plant and its pedigree or history for their 
approval. 

A state inspector can and does inspect these 
fields any time he chooses. He must inspect them 
at least three times after they have set a crop 

of melons. The crop itself has to meet certain 
stringent requirements for qualification, such as 
general excellency and vigor, purity, and cutting 
qualities. Any melons removed from the field 
for any purpose automatically disqualifies a field. 
Promptly after harvest the seeds are recleaned 
and samples are taken and state seals placed on 
each bag by the State Inspector. Later if seeds 
pass the required germination tests, etc., the 
seals are broken by the State Inspector and 
packaged under his supervision and state seals 
put on each package by him. 

It would indeed be difficult to set up a more 
stringent set of rules to insure the quality of a 
product by a concern as unassailable as a State 
Department of Agriculture. 

BLACKLEE-CERTIFIED 
WILT RESISTANT 

SIZE AND QUALITY 
FINE SHIPPER 

THIS MELON IS TRULY 
WILT RESISTANT 

BLACKLEE CERTIFIED is 
oblong in shape, rind dark 
green, flesh rich red, seeds 
black. A very solid melon, free 
from hollow centers, heavier 
than any other in proportion 
to size than any melon of our 
acquaintance, average weight 
35 to 40 pounds. 

Flesh of fine texture, free from stringiness, 
crisp, melting and sweet. Our trials have shown 
it to be nearly 100% free from wilt. 

Has a tough, thin rind, making it one of the 
best of all the quality shippers. 

DARLINGTON is a long-type melon weighing 
up to 75 pounds, gray-green with irregular dark 
strips, very similar to Georgia Rattlesnake, 
rind very thin, flesh very tender, luscious, 
melting with a distinct and pronounced flavor 
and aroma, very high in sugar content. Seeds 
white or ivory with brown smears. 

Darlington is in our opinion the best of all the 
melons for home and local markets, rind too 
thin for shipping. 

FLORIDA GIANT, OKLAHOMA CHIEF 
OR CLARA LEE CERTIFIED — A large, 
round melon with a black-green, shiny, glossy 
rind. Has no stripe, just solid, smooth black- 
green. Its flesh is blood red, tender and very 
sweet. Grayish black seeds that are rather 
large. Melons almost as large as Jumbo Tri- 
umph, many as large as 70 and 80 pounds, and 
under very favorable conditions they will grow 
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BLACKLEE CERTIFIED 

to 100 pounds. The rind is very thin and tough 
and they can be hauled without damage any 
distance that any melon can be hauled. They 
are hardy and resist drought better than any 
except Kansas King. They ripen along with 
Tom Watson and other mid-season melons. 

SMOKY JOE—90 days—There are many 
long varieties of melons but only one Smoky 
Joe. A watermelon of enormous size and of the 
finest shipping quality. The giant melons often 
measure 28 inches long and 18 inches in diam- 
eter and weigh 60 to 80 pounds each. The color 
is an attractive dark green. The rind is me- 
dium thick, enough to insure long keeping, and 
the withstanding of rough handling during 
shipping. The meat is an appealing rich red 
and is delicious and sweet. It is entirely free 
from hard centers and stringy flesh, and when 
fully ripe will slice half an inch thick and not 
break. The Smoky Joe is our own development 
and introduction, a crossing of the famous 
quality melons, Kleckley Sweet and Tom Wat- 
son. Smoky Joe has blunt ends and more free 
from necks than any other melon we know of. 



ANDREWS-BURRI SEED ANNUAL AND PRICE LIST 

WATERMELON .. . Continued 

FLORIDA GIANT 

KANSAS KING—A very well known melon 
of high merit. Distinctly early, of large size, 
and excellent quality. Fruits nearly round, 
slightly longer than broad; handsome color, 
deep emerald green with irregular paler green 
stripes; seeds large and of reddish color. Popu- 
lar in Midwest for shipping. Rind medium thick 
and fairly strong. 

WATERMELON 
’ Oz, 2% Lb. Lb: 

Clara Lee or Florida Giant Certified..25c 75ce $2.25 
PRCT OTe crs Gs cs sa ts oo sas case's es 30ec 90c 3.00 
MVGUHGAITPELOOSICT ©... a... <6 sls aceisis eiece 8 6 20c 60c 2.00 
URMEEL CERO TLY.< ¢ 30 0.0 Sa Toe Suslisicis, she bisa 0 15e 50c 1.50 
momeywatson- (Cut Red). ......2. 0005. 15c 7: 68c7 1.50 
Kleckley Sweet Improved, New 

WHY OVOG WER G5 un. CCIE C OR TORS CHC eee 15e¢  50c 1:50 
isdn: 18yeN7 aeheuistGerorn tee G Cre RIE Seok 20ec 60c 1.80 
RRS MLO Se ee cnt. ees hase wee << 20c 60c~ 1.80 
IWWaILe UCC aie ove: c1s «g's cle es were evs.e s 15e 50c £1.50 
SICTORARVVIATSON Min’ sepGik. «arenes sueuese w 15e 50ce 1.50 
MiglahomarGhiels. cct-sw ete sheds oases 20c 60c 1.80 
SS ERELCM VE OUITICAIIN © 'cifers,ci.cle sress, <i oe! o'e ar are le 15be 50c 1.50 
ICT OR gg ac pee caine 6 Ge ele siiewinre 20ec 60c 1.80 
Kleckley No. 6 (Wilt Resistant)...... 15e 50c 1.50 
SR TICCHS Cate ces oe dlcas oct sie s 20e 60c 2.00 
Clara Lee (or Florida Giant)......... 20e= 60e" (1.80 
[SNAG LECT ese BESO eI OIC OR Cene 15e 50c 1.50 
CLIO CYS Seek 6s caps dares opSie ceo a0 20c 60c 2.00 
GIT OUI COmer Iya. 5 cls, casushorere < sjowsierscsss es 20c 60c 2.00 
Ba KICOummEtEr CR tie cadersccccis biel eves «ius of. 6 30c 90c 3.00 
MMRCr Ts NSTIee ss WiC GUM Maleustcusce ccs leices e+ etait kei ie 15c 50c 1.50 
PRPC UMISON pe OUEIDCG. six oie cie 0.4 o's 6.0 o ows 15e .50c 1.50 
Bayar ON SASMAe or tetra. scsg cele «cecil 15e 50c~ 1.50 
Blacklee Wilt Resistant Certified..... 30e 1.00 3.50 
Oklahoma Chief Certified............ PAS! = "TA5Y PAPAS 
TACK TATNON Camere io aicistenieve's « cicr ce ey.s « 20c 60c 1.80 
Hawkesbury Wilt Resistant........... 20ec 60c_ 1.80 
Citron Red or Green Seeded.......... 20c 60c 1.80 
Black Diamond Certified............. 25c T5e 2.25 

OKRA 
Oz. ¥% Lb. Lb. 

iW hitem Vielvetsnetec on Acunmcichiace mre ties. 5: 15e 30c “T5e 
BerkinspVLammothwerrerterisa ce cee tie + 15e 30c T&c 
Dials GVECT aa titan. erate ccs: c 15e 30c £Tb5c 

WE DO OUR BEST TO 

PLEASE YOU...ALWAYS 

ONIONS 
CULTURE—Onions do best on a rich 
loam, previously cultivated for two 
years. Still clay and light sand are 
equally unfavorable. The land should 
be highly fertilized with well-rotted 
manure. Fresh stable manure has a 
tendency to produce soft onions. Drill 

in 4 pounds of seed per acre, % inch deep. 
If sets are wanted, use 60 to 80 pounds of 
seed per acre. Fifteen to 20 bushels of sets. 
will plant an acre. 

WHITE BUNCH—Once again we are pleased 
to offer this popular white bunching onion. 
This popular variety is planted very extensively 
for table use or green onions, produces long, 
slender onions, nearly pure white, mild and 
tender. One of the best for bunching under 
good conditions. It is slow to bulb, has a heavy 
top that stands up well during summer months. 

WHITE BUNCH 
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ANDREWS-BURRI SEED ANNUAL AND PRICE LIST 

ONIONS... Continued 

UTAH WHITE SWEET SPANISH — A 

selection from White Spanish, larger than the 

old strain, about the same in size and shape as 

Utah Yellow Spanish. This outstanding, large, 

mild variety under favorable conditions often 

produces bulbs 4 to 414 inches in diameter and 
will produce a heavy yield of perfect-shaped 
white bulbs, either in upland or on muck soil. 

This Utah White Spanish is an exceptional 

keeper, so if you are a grower of White Onions, 

don’t fail to plant this variety. 

UTAH YELLOW SWEET SPANISH—Days 
to maturity, 112. This excellent Utah strain of 

Sweet Spanish has made a lot of money for our 

customers in the past five years. It is a super- 

lative development of the well-known Spanish 
variety, Gigantic Gibraltar, and is very similar 

to Valencia and Denia. We take special pride in 

this strain of Utah Sweet Spanish because of its 

beautiful appearance, its uniform globe shape 

and its bright golden color. The Utah Sweet 

Spanish onion is now grown over large areas in 

the United States. It is one of the most attrac- 

tive onions on the market and has an ex- 

tremely mild flavor. Its shipping and keeping 
qualities make it a great favorite in commer- 
cial centers. It will ripen down very evenly. 
Yields have been reported as high as 25 tons 
per acre. 
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EXTRA EARLY YELLOW GLOBE—98 days—Excel- 
lent semi-globe shaped and is a good yielder. It ripens 
well, and under normal conditions the bulbs are ready 
for market 10 days ahead of the Southport Yellow 
Globe. The color is a rich deep yellow and it can be 
kept in storage for a limited time. 

WHITE GLOBE OR SOUTHPORT WHITE GLOBE 
—This is considered the best of the white varieties. It 
produces medium to large, handsome, fine, globe-shaped 
bulbs. The flesh is fine-grained, snowy white, and of 
mild flavor. It keeps very well for a white kind. The 
bulbs of the white varieties should be gathered as soon 
as ripe, and carefully dried under shelter away from 
strong sunlight. 

NEW WONDER BUNCH—Sown in the spring, this 
variety produces large green onions early in the sum- 
mer. It does not form a bulb. The stems are nearly 
twice as large as ordinary onions and hold in eating 
condition for a long time. If sown in the fall and 
given a little protection, this onion will stand all winter 
and produce fine, large “green” onions in the spring. 

WHITE SWEET SPANISH—Nearly as large as Utah 
White Spanish. Globe-shaped, small neck, skin white, 
flesh firm and exceptionally mild. Splendid for use in 
salads or suitable for eating without cooking. A very 
heavy yielder and a fair keeper. The past season many 
growers found White Sweet Spanish an excellent table 
or bunching variety. 

SOUTHPORT YELLOW GLOBE—(Selected Strain)— 
This onion produces very heavy yields on good soil. 
The onions are of perfect globe shape and good, deep 
yellow color. They are handsome onions and keep re- 
markably well. This is the best shaped and best keeper 
of the yellow globe onions. We have an extra selected 
strain of this variety which produces onions of uni- 
form globe shape and deep yellow color and with very 
small necks. 

WHITE PORTUGAL OR SILVERSKIN—This is a 
medium-sized onion of mild flavor and with beautiful, 
clear, white skin. The variety is a favorite with many 
for use when young as a salad or bunching onion and 
for pickling. It usually matures about ten days earlier 
than White Globe and is fine for growing sets. 

ONIONS 
Five Lbs. and Over 10c Less Per Lb. 
One-half Pound at Pound Price 

Oz. % Lb. “Lb 
nYiellowseGlobem Danvers imme centr 45e $1.25 $4.00 

Southport Yellow Globe, Brigham 
Strainm.. oe secre ee eee 45e 1.25, 4.00 

Extra Early Yellow Globe.......... A5 Cle 2 Om DO 

Grystal Whiten Waxeurs oc.cadeee ne 45c 1.85 4.50 

New |Worider- Bunche... esis ee 45e 1.25 4.00 

Bibenezerny ellowmas seme ieee 50c  ~—-.12507 5:00 

Southport Large Red Globe.......... 50c 1.50 £5.00 

Southport ‘White. Globe... .. os eee 45e 1.85 4.50 

White Portugal or Silver Skin...... 45ec 1.85 4.50 

Riverside Sweet Spanish............ 50c 1.50 5.00 

White. Bunch... cee cose ae 40¢ 11.25 7354.00 
White Sweet Spanish................ 50c 1.50 5.00 

Yellow Sweet Spanish, Utah Strain..50ce 1.50 5.00 

White Lishonc%.. s.0eest eee cae 40c 1.25 4.00 

White Sweet Spanish, Utah Strain....60¢ 1.75 6.00 
Southport Yelow Globe. .ag.enaaeer 40c . 1.25 - 4.00 

Hardy White: Bunch*., ..433e eee 40e 125 4,00 
White-Ebenezer <7... 4 «sutton etree 40c 1.25 4.00 
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PARSNIPS 
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ALL-AMERICAN HOLLOW CROWN 

CULTURE—Parsnips are usually grown in deep, rich, 
sandy soil, but will make good roots in any soil which 
is deep, mellow and moderately rich. Fresh manure is 
apt to make the roots coarse and ill-shaped. As the 
seed is sometimes slow and uneven in growth, it should 
be sown as early as possible in drills 2% feet apart; 
‘cover % inch deep and press the soil firmly over the 
seed. Give, frequent cultivation and thin the plants to 
6 inches apart in the row. 

ALL-AMERICAN HOLLOW CROWN—The roots are 
medium long with a broad shoulder gradually tapering 
downward. The skin is very white in color and quite 
smooth. It is considered the best and most productive 
of the long parsnips, with fine-grained, tender and 
sweet flesh. Under fair conditions it yields a tremen- 
dous crop of well-shaped roots. Our seed is carefully 
tested for germination and you will get a result from 
your planting. 

PARSNIPS 
One-half Pound at Pound Price Oz %Lb. Lb. 

Hollow Crown, All-American........ 15e 30c $1.25 

Thick Shoulder Hollow Crown........ 15e . 30c 1.25 

Foci VaVEOC Clin sepevare ce Wicbtatecs tslcievels ets sis 6-5. Wey BAe) PAS 

PARSLEY 
CULTURE—Parsley is easily grown, only it takes sev- 
eral weeks for it to come up, hence the ground where 
it is sown is often covered with weeds or dug over with 
the belief that the seed is no good. The seed may be 
soaked several hours in warm water before sowing, 
which will hasten germination. Sow it early in the 
spring in rows a foot apart. It can also be used to 

border beds, making a very pretty effect. One ounce 
will sow a 150-foot row. A few plants can be taken up in 
the fall and put in pots or boxes in a sunny window 
and will continue to furnish leaves for flavorng or gar- 
nishing throughout the winter. 

CHAMPION MOSS CURLED—This is a vigorous, 
compact growing variety, excellent for garnishing and 
flavoring, and a handsome, decorative plant. The leaves 
are very finely cut and so closely crisped or curled as 
to resemble bunches of moss. Owing to its uniformly 
fine deep green color and very attractive foliage, this 
is one of the most popular sorts for both the market 
and home garden. 

PLAIN OR SINGLE—The leaves of this variety are 
flat, deeply cut but not curled. Very desirable for flavor- 
ing soups and stews and for drying. It is a favorite on 
account of its very dark green leaves as well as its 
hardiness of plant. The curled sorts are more extensive- 
ly used for garnishing. 

HAMBURG, OCR SHORT THICK ROOTED—The root 
is the edible portion of this variety and resembles the 
parsnip both in color and shape. The flesh is white, a 
little dry and in flavor is similar to celeriac. The foliage 
is practically the same as that of Plain Parsley. The 
roots can be dug late in the fall and stored in sand for 
winter use. They are extensively used for flavoring 
soups and stews. 

PARAMOUNT— Silver Medal in All-American Trials. 
Plants 12 inches tall with spread of 20 inches when 
properly spaced. Color unusually rich dark green; 
texture more uniformly and attractively “triple 
curled” than older strains. A striking variety for uni- 
formity of type. 

VICTORY. 

CURLED. 

PARSLEY 
One-half Pound at Pound Price Oz. %Lb. Lb. 

Douplesonmevlossm Our edema reir 15e 380c $1.10 

pba (ope Mirtle 55 sen foes houscauoeer 15e 30c 1.00 

AMawOle Tyeyoyeecl lakenanlobes ononsooos0 8k 15e¢ 30c 1.00 

PAramMountarn a settee te eine mercer ered collate = 15e 380c 1.25 

VACLOFY CUP OC ntact e ctereue en doutaietene. ates 15e 30c 1.10 
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PEAS 

LAXTON PROGRESS 

CULTURE—Sow as early as possible a few of some of 
the early varieties in warm, sandy soil. The seed can 
be sown in rows in a very satisfactory way. It is best 
to sow in an open way with a hoe, the full width of it, 
and broadcast the seed thinly in the bottom. Later 
plantings should be of the wrinkled varieties, they are 
better yielders, sweeter and very finely flavored. Early 
varieties will mature in about 50 or 60 days, later 
varieties in about 70 to 85 days. 

WESTERN GIANT—This truly is a giant 
podded pea of recent introduction. Its mam- 
moth long, dark green pods, 514 to 6 inches 
long, are slightly curved, the vines about 26 
inches high, produce a bountiful crop about 73 
days from planting. Unlike many varieties of 
its season, the quality is rich in flavor and will 
remain tender and sweet several days after 
picking. 

HUNDREDFOLD—This is, without doubt, the 
very best dwarf pea ever grown. It is the best- 
flavored and the largest-podded dwarf-growing 
sort in existence. It is ready about three days 
after the earliest sorts, and bears an enormous 
crop of handsome, intensely dark green, fairly 
broad and pointed pods, 4 inches long, contain- 
ing about 8 large, dark green peas of excellent 
quality. The vines are 16 inches high, sturdy, 
and resist heat well. 
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THOMAS LAXTON—Days to maturity, 73. A 
variety having been originated in England by 
Mr. Thomas Laxton of Bedford, a noted Eng- 
lish horticulturist. This pea is hardy and slight- 
ly earlier than Gradus and a more abundant 
yielder. The pods resemble Gradus in shape, 
excepting that they are blunt-ended. They will 
attain a length of 414 inches. They are straight, 
inclined toward roundness and are well filled. 
The vines will grow to a height of 30 inches. 

WORLD’S RECORD—56 days—Seed wrin- 
kled, large, cream and green color. Pods are 
pointed, about 4 inches long, and broad. An 
early type of the celebrated Gradus, very fre- 
quently used as an early Gradus. Height of vine 
24 to 30 inches, light green. Fine, showy, sin- 
gle pods, with 7 or 8 peas in each. Vines me- 
dium heavy. A wonderful, early pea for market 
and home gardener. 

LAXTON’S PROGRESS—A new variety of 
great merit and popularity. The pods are large, 
4 to 414 inches long, and of a fine dark green 
color. Vines grow only 18 to 20 inches high, and 
bear a heavy crop of handsome pods. Being 
one of the earliest of the sweet wrinkled sorts, 
Laxton’s Progress is in great demand every- 
where. Matures in about 55 to 58 days. 

LITTLE MARVEL—Days to maturity, 60. The 
vines of this variety will grow to a height of 
15 inches, producing pods 234 to 3 inches in 
length. This variety resembles the Nott’s Ex- 
celsior in vines, habit of growth and quality. 
The pods are considerably longer, very often 
being produced in pairs, and are straight, 
slightly broader than Nott’s Excelsior. 

ALDERMAN—A very fine pea for main crop. 
Height of vine about 4 feet. Yields more than 
almost any other variety. The pods resemble 
Telephone, but are larger, deeper green and 
better filled, while the vines are of more robust 
growth and more prolific. It is really an im- 
proved Telephone and the best of this type. 
The pods are immense, often 5 inches long and 
contain 8 to 10 large peas. Matures medium 
late. 

PEAS 
One-half Pound at Pound Price 5 10 100 

Lb. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. 

Mammoth Pod, Extra Early..40c $1.75 $3.00 $28.00 

Alaska, “scence acmiions 40c 1.60 2.60 24.00 

Alaska (Large Podded)...... 40ec 1.60 3.00 28.00 

Graduse Ren coc cates teenten 45ec 2.00 3.40 31.00 

Thos, Laxton (Dark Podded).45c 2.00 3.40 31.00 

axtonian mace eter ce 45e 2.00 3.40 31.00 

Dwarf Telephone ........... 45c 2.00 3.40 81.00 

Little” Marvel, Sue. <6 ko ee ae 40c 1.85. 3.15 28.00 

Hundredfold.. .<+ ees 45c 2.00 38.40 81.00 

Marly Bird ances deer ene 45c - 2.00 3.40 31.00 

Lelephone: sae cessor ears 45e 2.00 3.40 31.00 

Alderman (Dark Podded)....45¢ 2.00 3.40 31.00 

laxtoneerocress merit ner 45e 2.00 3.40 81.00 

World’s>Record f0.0 ame 45c 2.00 3.40 31.00 
Western Giants... 1es soe 40c 1.80 3.10 27.00 
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PEPPER 

PRIDE OF THE MARKET 

PRIDE OF THE MARKET—Pride of the Market Pep- 
per is of the California Wonder type, but 10 to 12 
days earlier. Its earliness and productiveness warrant 
it first place among the heavy-meated varieties. The 
plants are sturdy, upright and of medium size with 
dark green, abundant foliage and broad leaves that 
well protect the pods. There is possibly a smaller per- 
centage of four-lobe peppers than in the older Cali- 
fornia Wonder types. 

The fruits are borne upright, of medium width and 
averaging 3 to 3% inches in length. The color when 
young is an intense dark green, changing to a beautiful 
scarlet when ripe. The walls are very thick and the 
flesh entirely sweet, making it outstanding. Also ex- 
cellent as an early red pepper where red peppers are 
in demand. As Pride of the Market is early in matur- 
ing with medium plants, it is especially suited to North- 
em growing conditions. 

To any grower who wants a very early, thick-fleshed, 
smooth, solid pepper, 90% blight-resistant, desirable 
for local, or hauling to distant markets, we recommend 
Pride of the Market. 

XXX CALIFORNIA WONDER—An earlier 
and more productive strain of California Won- 
der developed by line breeding. Fruits blocky, 
smooth, with thick, mild, sweet flesh. Plants 
shorter and stockier than California Wonder, 
but fruits are set earlier and more abundantly. 
An outstanding strain unsurpassed for ship- 
ping or for the home and market garden. 

OZARK GIANT—A large and heavy yielding South- 
ern strain of the Giant type. Fruits similar in shape to 
Chinese Giant but smoother, mostly 4-lobed and of 
large size, 44% by 4 inches, medium weight. 

YELLOW SWEET BANANA — (Sweet) — Attractive 
yellow variety producing fruits 4 to 4% inches long 
and 2% inches through at shoulder. Color light waxy 
yellow when at best picking stage, becoming bright 
scarlet when fully ripe. Plants vigorous growing and 
productive. Flesh sweet but shows some pungency. 

YELLOW SWEET BULL NOSE—The largest yellow 
pepper. Skin golden yellow, flesh thick and bright yel- 
low. Very mild and sweet. Of about the same shape as 
Bull Nose. 

YELLOW HOT HUNGARIAN—(Hot)—Very early. 
Very desirable for home, market garden and canning. 
Plants small; heavily productive. Fruits 6-7 inches long, 
2 inches thick, tapered; smooth; waxy light yellow, be- 
coming bright red; flesh thick and pungent. 

CALWONDER—This new variety is an earlier, more 
prolific type of California Wonder. In season it is 
practically as early as Early Giant. The plants are 
exceptionally vigorous, of a somewhat spreading or 
branching habit of growth, and produce an enormous 
crop of fruit, beginning early in the season and con- 
tinuing over a long period. The fruits are very similar 
in shape to California Wonder, but are slightly smaller, 
and have the thick walls and superior quality of Cali- 
fornia Wonder. A most desirable variety for market 
and shipping. 

SUNNYBROOK—The deep scarlet peppers. 
are somewhat like a flattened tomato, 3 inches 
across and 2 inches deep, and come in clusters 
of 4 or 5 sturdy, compact, 18-inch, heavily la- 
den plants. The thick flesh is mild and sweet. 

OZARK WONDER—60 days—Ozark Wonder is a cross 
between Ozark Giant and Pride of the Market. Plants 
are vigorous and upright fruits, nearly as large as 
Ozark Giant, 41%x4 inches in diameter, flesh medium 
thick, deep green, very prolific, often as much as 25 
to 30 large peppers per plant. 
Ozark Wonder is the most prolific of all large peppers. 

Our customers state that never before have they grown 
a pepper of the size and earliness of the Ozark Wonder. 

PEPPER 
One-half Pound at Pound Price Oz. Y% Lb. Lb. 
Priderot therMarketaa. serra oe $1.00 $3.00 $10.00 
GaliforniawW ONGCYry ae ec ciaic ciel eiiels 60ec =1.80 6.00 

Sunnybrook (Pimiento) .......... 70c 2.10 7.50 

Ghinese, Giantecmercitele scseleiclersiercre.« 90e 2.50 9.00 

RUDY PINS ton coo ctascals wise welts. o> 60c 1.80 6.00 

California Wonder XXX.......... 90c 2.50 9.00 

Yellow Sweet Bull Nose........... 90e 2.50 9.00 
Calwonder, Extra Early ......... 90ce 2.50 9.00 

Long Red Cayenne...........e+- 60c =1.80 6.00 

Imp: ‘Thick: Long -Réd?~ =... ...«.« 1.00 3.00 10.00 

OzarlsewWOnGdermetestectcicrec ecieteistel cls 1.00 3.00 10.00 

Srial ltGhiligs errs oe aiereracishere cavers 80c 2.40 8.00 

World Beater or Goliath.......... 60e 1.80 6.00 

Harrisae Warilest ae erat erect tess 1.00 3.00 10.00 

Harris’ Early Giant ............- 70c 2.10 7.00 

Oshkoshweeeretec et seketele terete 3 70c 2.10 7.00 

Ozarks Giantess deren iets 1.20 3.60 12.00 

Yellow Hot Hungarian............ 70c 2.10 7.00 

Kingyot thes Northy oc. os orig = 70c 2.10 7.00 

NViellOW MOWeetn Danan acremittes siecle 1.20 3.60 12.00 

IMOssn WONG Cree cit cte crete ereioleiere 1.00 3.00 10.00 

Oakview WONG eres ctelcteels eters oles = 80c 2.40 8.00 

Waltham beaut vate ctelers: 1.00 3.00 10.00 

EMlorala Gemrcnenctsets cick tetencctercrec 1.00 38.00 10.00 

Golden California Wonder ....... 1.00 8.00 10.00 
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PUMPRIN 
CULTURE—Plant when the ground is warn, in hills 

8 by 8 feet apart. One ounce for 25 hills; 3 to 4 pounds 

per acre. Thin to 2 or 8 plants per hill. 

CONNECTICUT FIELD—The most common- 

ly used variety, large, ribbed, deep orange in 

color, thick fleshed, coarse and sweet. Excellent 

for cooking or stock feed. 

SMALL SUGAR—Called New England Pie. 

Small, orange skinned, slightly ribbed. Finest 

quality flesh for pies. 

KING OF THE MAMMOTHS—FExtra large 

exhibition pumpkin or for stock feed. Solid 

flesh with light yellowish orange skin. 

LARGE CHEESE — (Special) — Very flat, 

ribbed, with creamy-orange skin. Medium 

sized, finest quality flesh. Popular for canning. 

Our strain is very fancy. 

GREEN STRIPED CUSHAW—A _ smooth, 
erookneck shaped variety, white with green 
mottling and stripes. Medium sized, with thick 
yellow flesh. 

CONNECTICUT FIELD 

PUMPKIN 

Five Lbs. and Over 5c Less Per Lb. 

One-half Pound at Pound Price Oz. % Lb. Lb. 

Large Cheese or Kentucky Field...... 15e 40c $1.25 
Sweet Potato ws eee eee 15e 40c 1.25 
Small 7Sugar(ees. eee oer ae Petes 15e 40c 1.35 
@onnecticuGehiel dare eer 15 Cee OCMLE CO 
King -of Mammoth@.o. 3. eee ee ee 20c 60c 41.75 
Cushaw; Striped.=s o- otis vane eee 15e 40c 1.25 
Winter Luxury (Netted) 0. + aoc 15e 40ce 1.25 
Cushawi Whites eee rer 15e 40e 1.25 

RADISH 

\ 
| 
| 

BRIGHT SCARLET GLOBE GREENHOUSE SPECIAL 

IMPORTED 
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BRIGHT SCARLET GLOBE SPECIAL 
GREENHOUSE IMPORTED STOCK— 
(Transplanted Stock)—-We offered a Special 
Greenhouse Stock of Scarlet Globe' Radish a 
few years ago which has made many friends. 
Last year we offered an improved stock of this 
type. In addition to an earlier maturity, this 
strain is much improved in color, which is a 
rich brilliant scarlet, approaching the Saxa 
color. Its main advantage is the unsurpassed 
quality. Crisp as no other radish, thin-skinned 
and much longer standing before becoming 
pithy. This improved strain is one of our new 
introductions of ‘Quality Radishes.” 

RESELECTED SCARLET GLOBE (Im- 
ported)—Standard Type No. 1—Grown from 
carefully selected transplanted roots. A perfect 
strain, result of individual plant selection. Sur- 
prisingly uniform, color brightest scarlet, shape 
perfect, well-rounded bottom, with thin taproot. 
Tops are of medium size and uniform. Flesh 
pure white, crisp and of fine flavor. It remains 
very long in prime condition. Fine for market. 
European grown. 

CAVALIER—A highly colored and very attractive 
variety for all purposes, and especially for shipping. 
Tops small; roots oblong-globe, slightly longer than 
broad, very firm and of bright almost true scarlet color. 
Especially adapted for forcing and growing on muck 
land. 



ANDREWS-BURRI SEED ANNUAL AND PRICE LIST 

RADISH .. . Continued 

ICICLE—A splendid long variety of almost trans- 
parent whiteness. Produces nice roots in 22 days from 
the date of sowing, and it continues in prime condition 
for a long period. It is much the most popular sort of 
the entire list. There is no variety that grows more 
uniform in type. 

WHITE STRAUSBURG—Handsome, oblong and taper- 
ing, both skin and flesh being pure white. Flesh is firm, 
brittle and tender and retains its crispness even if old 
and large. Excellent for summer use. Very popular 
because it remains fit for use a long time and does not 
get pithy. 

ICICLE MUCK-SOIL STRAIN—This is a very highly 
selected strain and excels all others we have ever ob- 
served. The roots are remarkably uniform and perfect- 
ly shaped. The tops in this strain are short and com- 
pact, but when grown on muck soil they reach just the 
ideal size for easy bunching and basketing. 

EARLY SCARLET GLOBE—(Short Top)—This is a 
very fine, short-top strain, equally valuable for forcing 
and for outdoor growing, especially on muck. The small 
tops are ideal for bunching and the olive-shaped roots 
are rich bright scarlet in color. The flesh is clear white 
and firm. A very uniform stock which we can recom- 
mend highly. 

WINTER VARIETIES 

ROUND BLACK SPANISH—Grows to a large size; 
very solid. 

CALIFORNIA WHITE MAMMOTH— One of if not the 
largest radish. Often a foot or more in length. Firm 
flesh and keeps perfectly. 

LONG BLACK SPANISH WINTER—Oblong, or very 
large size and firm texture, with dark green leaves. Is 
sown earlier than fall turnips and should be stored in 
cellar for winter use. 

CHINESE ROSE WINTER—A bright scarlet winter 
variety. About 4 inches long and stump-rooted. Like 
Chinese White Winter, only red colored and two weeks 
earlier. ; 

RHUBARB or Pie Plant 
GIANT VICTORIA—Rhubarb, also known as Pie 
Plant, or Wine Plant, is the earliest spring vegetable 
and is grown for its leaf stalks, which are extensively 
uses for pies and sauce. Rhubarb succeeds best in deep, 
somewhat retentive soil and the richer this is and the 
deeper it is stirred, the better. Sow in drills an inch 
deep and thin out the plants to 6 inches apart. In the 
fall transplant into very highly manured and deeply 
stirred soil. Stalks should not be pulled or cut until 
second year. 

RHUBARB _.«.. 

MG arTMV ALU OMT oni rele ere oteiesisl ie eels at oa cne 20¢c 

% Lb. Lb. 
65c $2.00 

B J.B.R.S.Co. dad 
SCARLET GLOBE, EUROPEAN GROWN 

RADISH 

RADISH 

Five Lbs. and Over 5c Less Per Lb. 
One-half Pound at Pound Price Oz. %Lb. Lb. 100 Lbs, 

Bright Scarlet Globe, Green- 
House’ Special es citais gee os 15e¢ 30c 85c $75.00 

Scarlet Globe, Short Top...... 15e 30c 85c # 75.00 
Searlet Globe, Medium Top....15e 30c 80c 170.00 
New Sparkler White Tip, Imp.15e 30c 85c 70.00 
Improved Crimson Giant...... 1l5e 30c 90c 80.00 
Cavalier Scarlet Globe, Imp...15c 30c 90c 80.00 
Philadelphia White Box....... 15e 35c 1.00 £90.00 
Wood selanlvatramen.mmererte. 15e 30c 90c 80.00 
Long Scarlet Short Top....... 15c 30c 90c 80.00 
Wihitesstrasbure eres einer 15e 30c 90c 80.00 
Improved Chartier ........... 15e 30c 95c 90.00 
WihItee i GiClomenwennes erratic o « 15e 30c 80c 70.00 
Winites Stubtearterrers nse steers rts 15e 30c 90c 80.00 
Rounds blacks spanisine. strstr 15e 30c 90c 80.00 
Long Black Spanish.......:.. 15e 30c 90c 80.00 
Mammoth White Winter...... 15e 30c¢ 90c 80.00 
Scarlet Globe, Mkt. Gardener 

SUralmneen esc ceeaniee a oe eer 15e 380c 85c 75.00 
Greenhouse Special, Scarlet 

Globe Imported ss. ..se ecm 15c 30c 90ce 80.00 
Searlet Globe, Medium Top, 

Tmportedia.te sic cimntii yee 15e 30c 90c 80.00 

SALSIFY or OYSTER PLANT 
CULTURE—One of the most desirable winter vege- 
tables, and one which deserves to be more used. Be- 
fore sowing, the soil must be stirred to considerable 
depth. Sow early and quite deep. Frost does not hurt 
the roots, but a quantity should be stored for winter 
in a pit or cool cellar before the ground freezes. An 
ounce will sow 75 feet; 8 to 10 pounds per acre. 

MAMMOTH SANDWICH ISLAND—This variety is 
less liable to branch than most varieties, but coarse or 
fresh manure should not be used if smooth roots are 
wanted. We grow this seed ourselves for critical cus- 
tomers. 

SALSIFY Oz! 

Mammoth Sandwich Island........ 45¢c 

% Lb. Lb. 
$1.40 $4.50 
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SORREL 
CULTURE—A hardy perennial, which may bear for 
several years. Sow in spring or summer in drills. Ex- 
cellent in salads, or cooked like spinach. The flavor of 
the green leaf is slightly sour, hence often called Sour 
Grass. An ounce will sow 150 feet; 10 to 14 pounds 
per acre. 

NARROW LEAF—A superior variety which we have 
been supplying to market gardeners for many years. 
Superior to the ordinary commercial strains. 

SORREL Oz. et. Wb 
Narrow: Leafite crate ciao rare 50c $1.50 $5.00 

SAGE Oz, %Lbar Lb. 
Beare nie etsiare anise ote $1.00 $3.00 $10.00 Large Leaved 

SPINACH 

LONG STANDING BLOOMSDALE 

CULTURE—Sow the seed in good, rich ground free 
from acid, 1 inch deep, in rows a foot apart. The fast 
bolting or quick-growing types may be sown very early 
in the spring or from August 15 until frost. The slow 
bolting types may be sown during the season when it is 
impractical to sow the early types. An ounce will sow 
100 feet; 8 to 10 pounds per acre in drills. (If broad- 
cast, sow 12 to 15 pounds per acre.) Matures in from 
45 to 55 days. 

HOLLANDIA — 45 days—The very hardy, 
prickly seeded variety commonly used for mar- 
ket and canning in California. The leaves are 
smooth, large, thick and dark green. 

GIANT THICK LEAVED— (Nobel) —43 days 
—(Round Seeded)—Decidedly the best of the 
round seeded, thick leaved group. Because of 
the enormous yield, long standing character, 
and the deep green color and smooth character 
of the leaves, this is highly reeommended for 
canning as well as for home and market gar- 
den. Leaves very large, thick, broad arrow- 
shaped with rounded tip. 
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LONG STANDING BLOOMSDALE—45 days 
—(Round Seeded)—In demand for home and 
market gardens because of the uniform, hand- 
some plants and remarkable long standing qual- 
ity. Resembles Savoy Leaved or Bloomsdale, 
but is a trifle later, or more compact habit, a 
trifle darker green, and remains free of flower 
stalks about two weeks longer. 

OLD DOMINION — (Blight Resistant) — 40 
days—A cross between Virginia Blight-Resist- 
ant Savoy and King of Denmark. Large, dark 
green, heavily crumpled leaves. Long standing 
and resistant to mosaic. Used mostly for an 
early crop. 

BLOOMSDALE DARK GREEN, RE- 
SELECTED—40 days—(Round Seeded)—The 
standard very early sort for home and market 
garden. Plants upright and compact, attain 
height of 10-12 inches and spread of 12-15 
inches. Leaves large; blistered and crumpled; 
rich, deep, glossy green; of splendid quality. 

KING OF DENMARK — 48 days — (Round 
Seeded)—Extremely long standing, smooth, 
dark green leaved sort for home and market 
garden as well as for canning. Plants large and 
spreading, with large, thick leaves that are only 
slightly crumpled. Spring sown crops are very 
often free of flower stalks until midsummer. 

HARLEM MARKET OR PRESTO—36 days—Recom- 
mended especially for use at seasons when ordinarily 
you would sow Reselected Bloomsdale or Blight-Re- 
sistant Savoy. It resembles the Savoy or Bloomsdale 
varieties in appearance, but is hardier, earlier and 
quicker growing. In fact, it grows so quickly that it 
can be cut and off the ground before other varieties. 
The seed is prickly. 

NEW ZEALAND—70 days—Absolutely distinct in 
form, color and habit from other spinach—it is not a 
spinach, though used as a spinach. Foliage thick, succu- 
lent, dark green, never sunburns, a true heat resistant, 
leaves covered with water globules like an ice-plant. 
Later to mature for table spinach of usual form, but 
remaining in edible condition ten times as long. Plants 
remain in edible condition from July until killed by 
front. A sort to “cut and come again.” 

VIRGINIA SAVOY-LEAVED BLIGHT RESISTANT 
—This robust variety is especially valuable for its 
blight-resisting quality. The large, dark green leaves 
of good substance are savoyed and crumpled. It is best 
suited for late crop and the seed should not be sown 
before the latter part of August, as the plants have a 
great tendency to bolt to seed if sown earlier. 

SPINACH 
5 10 100 

25 Pounds at 100 Pound Price Lb. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. 

Bloomsdale Reselected, Dark 
Green, Imported .......... 60c $2.40 $4.30 $40.00 

Bloomsdale Savoy (Blight Re- 
Sistant).%secsee eee 60c 2.40 4.50 40.00 

Viroflay ‘Thick Leatve. -.oncee 60c 2.50 4.50 42.00 
Long Standing Bloomsdale 

Special, Imported ane 60c 2.40 4.60 43.00 
Preston tecacractccuteret center 60c 2.40 4.50 40.00 
KiriosNoblete + cma aacene tins 60c 2.50 4.50 42.00 
Old Dominion (Blight Resist- 
Ant). bere woe Mette hee aaa 60c 2.60 4.80 45.00 

Gaudry: .) ee een ee ee 60c 2.50 4.50 42.00 
New Zealand ic. eics cacce ee 1.00 4.75 arene Creve 
Bloomsdale, American ....... 50c 2.40 4.30 40.00 
Bloomsdale, Long Standing...50c 2.50 4.80 42.00 
Hollandiaseg: =. sea eee ee 50ec 2.80 3.80 30.00 
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SQUASH 

DENNING’S BLACK STRAIN WARTED HUBBARD 

CULTURE—Make ground very rich. Sandy loam is 

best. Seed should not be planted until warm weather. 

Allow 4x4 feet for hills for bush squashes and 8x8 

feet for running varieties. Four plants to hill; 3 to 4 

pounds of seed to the acre. For summer squashes esti- 

mate 2 ounces to 100 hills; winter squashes 4 ounces 

to 100 hills. 

DENNING’S BLACK STRAIN WARTED 

HUBBARD — Denning’s Warted Hubbard 

Squash has been bred to meet the requirements 

of a high-class trade; fruits are of large size, 

rough skin, dark green in color. For producers 

on a large scale, these qualities are needed. Our 

strain is ideal for the home market, vines are 

of strong, robust growth, fruit is large, grand 

shape, heavily warted, flesh is bright orange, 

fine grained, rich and dry. 

XXX BLUE HUBBARD—A new variety ob- 

tained by selection from the original Hubbard. 

The fruit is of a gray-blue color, grows much 

larger than Hubbard and keeps remarkably 

well as the shell is extremely hard. The quality 

is equal to or even better than the original 

Hubbard. The shape and appearance of this 

squash is ideal. Market gardeners find an in- 

creasing demand for this variety. 

IMPROVED OR LARGE TABLE QUEEN— 
The demand for this large size Table Queen 
squash is growing by leaps and bounds because 
growers find it the most profitable kind to grow. 
The fruit have the true pointed acorn shape 
but are larger than the regular Table Queen, 
measuring about 6-7 inches long and 5 inches 
across. There is always a ready market for 
these attractive dark green squash and the big 
vines yield tremendous crops. 

EARLY PROLIFIC CROOKNECK—50 days—Very 
popular in the South, where squashes are picked young, 
Plants very prolific. Fruits curved at neck, light yel- 
low, warted. 

EARLY PROLIFIC STRAIGHTNECK—50 days (All- 
America Award)—New high-yielding summer squash, 
earlier than Giant Summer Straightneck. Plants strictly 
bush and compact with ample foliage, permitting close 
planting. Fruits straight, smooth, and of delicate 
creamy color; firm and usable when only 4 to 5 inches 
long and until 12 to 14 inches long. Quality unsurpassed. 
Suitable for home and market garden and for shipment. 

EARLY WHITE BUSH SCALLOP—50 days—Standard 
scallop squash for home and market garden. Fruits 
uniform, round, attain 9 inches diameter, flattened, 
with scalloped margins; smooth; greenish-white when 
young, white when mature. 

BUTTERCUP—100 days—Developed by Prof. A. F. 
Yeager at North Dakota Agricultural College. Shape 
similar to that of Turban, 34%4-pound. Rind thin and 
tough, dark green with narrow gray stripes and slight 
mottling. Orange flesh cooks sweet and dry. A small, 
thick-flesh squash of good storage and eating quality. 

ZUCCHINI GREY—60 days—A _ well-known Italian 
Marrow type. Fruits very nearly cylindrical, straight. 
Color medium green, mottled with cream-gray and 
lighten green lace pattern and stripes; flesh very firm, 
and of delicate flavor. 

BLACK ZUCCHINI—62 days—Developed from Italian 
Marrow; notably popular in the West and South. Fruits 
are cylindrical, long, smooth, dark green-black; flesh 
greenish white at eating stage and of good flavor. 

GIANT HUBBARD—This is an improvemeent over the 
original Warted Hubbard. It is nearly twice as large, 
ideal for hotels and restaurants, rather large for family 
use. If your market demands a large squash, plant 
Giant Hubbard. 

SQUASH OR CYMBLING 
One-half Pound at Pound Price Oz. % Lb. Lb, 

Improved Table Queen or Acorn...... 20c 60c $1.80 
Early Prolific Straightneck........... 20e 60c 1.80 
Early Prolific Crookneek:...-..-..«. 20e 45ce 1.40 
Giants Warbed stLlubbardier serrate 50e 1.50 £3.50 
Marly oWinite Busiio sw. crseteae ete occa 15e 35e° 1.25 
Mammoth White -Busié:.......25. 65. 15e 40¢e 1.85 
Golden Summer Crookneck........... 15e 40c 1.85 
Warted Hubbard, Denning’s Black 

QErein) tee a fee Oe ae oe eee CUS eH 0r se 2.00 
PNCEHINE -DLACK Se fare oteicial gee ss Sarace e's ease 20ec 50c 1.50 

Des Moines, or Table Queen or Acorn..20c 50c 1.50 

Giant Summer Straightneck.......... 20e 50c 1.50 

Blue Hubbard Special Strain XXX....25¢ 60c 2.00 

ERULUOPEN Dawe oie aie etaiot ite tate eke tel 25c T0e 2.25 
An Oarratl, KCAES Gohou woblancride oddone 20c 50c 1.50 

Vegetable Marrow, Bush............. 20c 50c 1.50 

Vegetable Marrow, Vining............ 20ec 50c_ 1.50 

Mordhookes DUS yreeies stanstnatstetett rete. re 20e 50c 1.50 

ROrd book. Wining ce «eats sober eyes she 20c 50c_ 1.50 
ButtersNuteeee ote eee ers. 35e 1.00 3.50 

Coccozelle Bushs. siesta as, ie ae 20c 50c 1.50 

Goccozellese Varin er eects ere eee one 20e 50c 1.50 
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TURNIPS 
CULTURE—Sow early varieties in April, in drills 
12 to 18 inches apart. Cover seed % inch and thin 
out to 4 to 6 inches in the row. Cultivate fre- 
quently. For succession, sow at intervals until 
the last week in May. For fall and winter crop, 
sow in July or August in drills or broadcast. Use 
1 ounce to 250 feet of drill; 1 pound per acre in 
drills or 14% pounds broadcast. 

EXTRA-EARLY PURPLE TOP MILAN 
—This splendid new turnip is the earliest 
in cultivation. The bulbs are flat, medium 
size, smooth, and free from rootlets, with 
thin and crisp white flesh of excellent 
flavor. The upper portion of the bulb is a 
rich purple, while the lower half is pure 
white. 

PURPLE TOP WHITE GLOBE — The 
bulb measures 3 inches and more in diam- 
eter, being of perfectly globe form; the 
upper portion is of rich purplish red, and 
the lower half is clear, creamy white. 
Flesh white, firm and crisp, of mild flavor. 
It is an excellent keeper, and being so pro- 
ductive, is one of the best to grow for 
stock feeding. The plants, being of such 
large, strong growth, should be thinned 
more severely than with small early sorts. 
This variety is very extensively used for 
market growing. 

XXX PURPLE TOP WHITE GLOBE—Ow- 
ing to the great amount of care and labor in- 

volved in making this the best strain on the 
market, we are obliged to ask a higher price 
than for the ordinary stock. However, the bet- 
ter price you will obtain for these extra fine 
turnips will more than offset the small increase 
in cost. Its particular feature is its very bright 
red top which goes well down on the root. It is 
a quick-growing type, with fine-flavored white 
flesh. Keeps well for such an early variety. 

RUTABAGA 
NECKLESS—A new introduction of special 
merit. It is globe-shaped, color bright yellow 
with clear purple top, very smooth and practi- 
cally free from any neck. 

AMERICAN PURPLE TOP—Days to matur- 
ity, 90. This type of rutabaga has been grown 
in this country for a hundred years. The Amer- 
ican strain is a selection from the older English 
type. It has been selected for a smaller top and 
shorter neck than is usually found in England. 
The roots are globular, but grow to a large size 
and are of splendid quality. Excellent for table 
use or stock feeding. 

* IF YOU DON’T FIND WHAT 
YOU WANT LISTED, WRITE 

US, WE MAY HAVE IT 
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PURPLE TOP GLOBE 

PRICES—TURNIP 
OZ.) BADD 

Seven “Lope conve s.r. ating onto enete 10c 20c $1.00 

Gow? Horn. stave me 2 ohcccreunetortouse tein eorererets LO cae 0 Cae 00 

Barlys Wihites Willan weer icici ieee 15¢ S35Cue.00 

ParplevTopaililan face navecpiee ase 15e> @35eu m1 .00 

Purple vlop2Globe wee certs iri sierantens fe Pore = NIUE 

Purple Top Strap Leavyed ........... Loch S25 CaO 

HWarlva Snow Dalle ei irl e ner iee 15 = eo Came OU 

RutabataweNecklessmemeceerrieresnne 15¢ aes bCmelacb 

XXX Purple Top White Globe ....... 1be. . AQer eZ 

HERBS—SWEET, MEDICINAL, POT 
PRICES POSTPAID 

Oz. %Lb. Lb. 

ANISG; sh, eek pect tat oa a eam OPEN 

Basil; Sweetois acc cues ats 6 die crete ener 50c $1.50 $5.00 

Bora gers paoeoe ara see wer ieee ee OPEN 

COTA WAY. <5. cec lie irate ete tet nereenees OPEN 

Fennel, Sweet... cs sconces oe eee OPEN 

Marjoram Sweetnam cs crteieie steno OPEN 

Sag Ori Sanh sae ys ela eece eas oe a ee 1.00 3.00 10.00 
Summer Savory sau se ies meee oe ee 60c 2.40 6.00 

THY MCA. ca ttt eee rae ice raters OPEN 

TOBACCO 
Oz. ¥% Lb. 

White» Burley 32 arrester en Cena 50c $1.25 
Yellow; Pryor 30.0.5. oe eee eae ene 50c 1.25 
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SUPER BREAK O’DAY 

TOMATO 
One ounce will produce 2,000 plants; 4 ounces sufficient 

to transplant an acre. 

CULTURE—This delicious vegetable is one of the most 
important of all garden products. The seed should be 
sown in a hotbed about the first week in March, in 
drills 5 inches apart and 4% inch deep. When the plants 
are about 2 inches high, they should be set out 4 to 5 
inches apart in another hotbed, or removed into small 
pots, allowing a single plant to a pot. Whenever danger 
from freezing is past, the plants may be set out in the 
open ground. Sufficient plants for a small garden may 
be started by sowing a few seeds in a shallow box or 
flower pot and placing it in a sunny window. 

BO-KAY CERTIFIED— (86 days from plant- 
setting time)-—-We are sincere in our belief 
that this tomato is an outstanding main crop 
variety. It is wilt resistant, and trials show it 
to be almost free from checks or cracks. It is a 
very heavy cropper, and is large and smooth 
with dark red color inside and out. Its strong, 
heavy foliage makes it a valuable variety for 
planting on light soil. Also good for greenhouse 
forcing and staked or field growing. 

SUPER BREAK O’DAY—This new Break 
O’Day must not be confused with the older 
type, as it has all the good qualities of the old 
with much more added. The vine has larger 
stems than the Break O’Day, and the foliage 
is much larger and more abundant. The vines 
stand up better than the Break O’Day and the 
additional foliage protects the fruit from sun 
scald. The fruits are globe shaped with no flat 
sides. Is as large as the Break O’Day with bet- 
ter outside color. The internal structure is very 
solid and meaty, and is a much darker red 
color than the older type. Ten to fifteen tons of 
fruit per acre is not an unusual yield for this 

variety. The crop matures about the same time 
as the old Break O’Day, which is about 68 days 
from setting plants desirable as field stake or 
for greenhouse growing. 

SUPER PURPLE KING—85 days—A second- 
early, smooth, pink-fruited variety. It is very 
similar to Globe. Fruits are globe-shaped, high- 
crowned, medium sized, and perfectly smooth; 
very solid and meaty, and has a thick skin. 
They set in clusters of from 5 to 7. Vines make 
a good growth and have rather heavy-cut fo- 
liage. Unsurpassed by any other shipping va- 
riety. Should be staked. Vines long, somewhat 
resistant to wilt. 

KING OF THE STAKERS—A many-purpose 
variety, extra early and smooth, medium 
large—Fruits are large, smooth, globe-shaped, 
bright scarlet and unusually free from cracks. 
Highly resistant to fusarium wilt. Very pro- 
ductive. We recommend it as a staked or un- 
staked tomato for fields in sections where to- 
matoes are subject to sun scald. As early as 
Earliana. Has normal vine coverage. Also very 
satisfactory as a greenhouse tomato, one grow- 
er reporting a 25% heavier yield than four 
other varieties. 

FIRESTEEL—A very large-fruited tomato, 
globe-shaped and scarlet red in color. It is not 
affected by hot weather as much as other va- 
rieties and is very productive. The fruit is 
smooth, and very uniform, remarkably free 
from cracking at the stem end. Maturity 60 to 
70 days. 

BONNY BEST—Unexcelled as a general pur- 
pose tomato; very valuable for forcing under 
glass and as a canning and shipping variety in 
northern sections. Fruits handsome; evenly 
colored bright deep scarlet-red; medium large; 
flattened globe-shape; smooth and firm. 

RUTGERS CERTIFIED—72 Days—A devel- 
opment introduced by the New Jersey Agricul- 
tural Experiment Station. Fruits medium to 
large, similar in shape to Marglobe but slightly 
more flattened. Highly recommended as a sec- 
ond early maturing variety for canning and to- 
mato juice. 

CARDINAL—A recent introduction highly recom- 
mended for canners and market gardeners. Strong dark 
green foliage. Fruits large, semi-globe shaped. Color 
rich scarlet with fine, deep interior color. Excellent 
flavor. A main crop variety maturing somewhat earlier 
than Stone. 

DWARF CHAMPION—Strictly dwarf and tree-like; 
requires no training to permit culture where space is 
limited. Fruits purplish-pink; flattened globe shape; 
medium size. 

DWARF STONE-—Strictly dwarf and tree-like; re- 
quires no training to permit culture where space is 
limited. Fruits bright red, flattened globe shape, a trifle 
over medium size. 

SUPER EARLIANA—Particularly valuable for home 
garden and early market. Our strain is definitely supe- 
rior in earliness and quality. Fruits medium size; flat- 
tened globe shape; deep scarlet-red; firm and smooth. 

MORE VARIETIES AND PRICES ON NEXT PAGE 
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KING OF THE STAKERS 

TOMATOES... Continued 

GULF STATE MARKET SUPREME—A su- 
perb strain. Bred for large size, attractive color 
and abundant yield. For markets where a pur- 
plish-pink tomato is desired, this strain can be 
recommended as the most satisfactory variety 
available. The seed we offer is all grown with 
the most exacting care. 

STOKESDALE CERTIFIED—A second early 
scarlet-fruited variety maturing about a week 
earlier than Marglobe. Plant rather open in 
habit with medium heavy foliage. Fruits large, 
globe or sub-globe, smooth and well colored. 
Recommended for both canners and shippers, 
particularly where length of growing seeason is 
less than average. 

MARGLOBE CERTIFIED—We offer a most 
superb strain of this splendid type in point of 
earliness, uniformity, and general desirability ; 
particularly valuable for shipping; definite dis- 
ease resistance recommends this variety for use 
in sections infested with Fusarium Wilt and 
Nail-head Rust. Plants thrifty and heavily pro- 
ductive of long-bearing period. Fruits uniform 
deep scarlet; large, uniformly globe-shaped; 
smooth, solid and of distinct quality. 

SIOUX— A new tomato developed from All Red 
x Stokesdale at the Nebraska Experiment Sta- 
tion. Plant relatively open, with finely-divided 
leaves; fruits of medium size, almost globular, 
thick-walled and practically free from hard core, 
juicy with good acid flavor. This variety pos- 
sesses the uniform ripening factor. 

MARBORN, SPECIAL SELECTION—68 days 
—Probably a cross between Bonny Best and 
Margilobe, as it is between these two varieties 
in appearance. Its favorable features are earli- 
ness, size, globular shape, interior color and 
solidly. Ripens from the inside out. Intense 
scarlet in color. The producer predicts that it 
may replace such tomatoes as Earliana, Bonny 
Best and John Baer. Give Marbon a good test. 

*& IF IT’S SOMETHING ABOUT SEEDS 
YOU’D LIKE TO KNOW, WRITE US. 

It is possible that you will like it better than 
other early varieties you have used. Similar to 
Stokesdale. 

VALIANT CERTIFIED—This variety is be- 
coming very popular with market gardeners. 
A half-brother of Stokesdale, it develops a deep 
Marglobe type tomato and ripens within 3 days 
of Earliana. It is 4 days earlier and often 2 
ounces heavier than Stokesdale. A valuable 
tomato for market but not primarily adapted 
as a canner. Our sales have steadily increased 
on this variety. 

TOMATO 
One-half Pound at Pound Price Oz %Lb. Lb. 

Super .break-O’ Day soreness $1.00 $3.00 $16.00 

Bo-Kays Certified msec ear 1.00 38.00 10.00 

Scarlet Dawn... ~5.cn oo ee 1.00 3.00 10.00 

Prolificmlarlyeus serene 80c 2.40 8.00 

Bonny Best) io. e.- eee ee earls 80c 2.40 8.00 

Chalks “Harly*Jewel.;.. 2s. <1 ee 80c 2.40 8.00 

Spark’s2arlianasctas a. rere 80c 2.40 8.00 

John? Baern.'. <rssidt caveats haan cena 80c 2.40 8.00 

Supers Purple Kinga. es ee eee 1.00 3.00 10.00 

Matehlessiin. 7. «cern eurn te alent 70c 2.85 7.00 

DwarteCham plore ents aan 1.00 3.00 10.00 

Michigan State Forcing ......... 70c 2.35 7.00 

New :Globeigs wtisisaciannt o achantr oe siete 80c 2.40 8.00 

Indiana®baltimoregac:5. ee eco 60c 1.80 6.00 

PurplecKing enero uae ete 70c 2.85 7.00 

Diwarlsstonerwbe cso eae eee 1.00 3.00 10.00 

New Stone -csuss ac 9 ieee eee 70c 2.85 7.00 

DwartePonderosameeec ieee 1.20 3.60 12.00 

TallsBonderosavys cmt ee 1.20, 16,60 seh.00 
Yellow Pear, Red Pear, Yellow 
Plumes oot eee sae eee 70c 2.85 7.00 

Break’ O! Daye wii ates oe eee eee 70c ©... 7.00 
Pritchard or Scarlet Topper ...... 70c 2.85 7.00 
Super sHarliandpecciie scsi tener 1.00 3.00 10.00 
Bonny, Best ‘Crown Set. ne. eee 2.00 7.00 21.00 
Marelobes.Gertified seuss. +s cme 80c 2.40 8.00 
Stokesdale Certified ............. 80c 2.40 8.00 
Valiant; Certified G..,asi0. oealcoren 80c 2.40 8.00 
Kine of; (Stakers.. eo. nae 2.00 7.50 25.00 
Supreme Gulf State Market ...... 80e 2.40 8.00 
Rutpersy (Certified). ¢ 2. amen ears 80c 2.40 8.00 
Firesteeli ts SSniiccaueemere. wate ree 1.00 3.00 10.00 
Cardinal Sats cess. oe ole tee eee 125 4.00 15.00 
Marbon Special Selection ........ 1.00 3.00 10.00 

Si0uxs hides hese eee eee ae 1.00 38.00 10.00 
Bonny Best Certified. 2s. 2. .tin06 90c 2.70 9.00 
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FLOWER SEEDS 
ASTERS 

American Branching—(Also known as Vick’s Branch- 
ing)—We recommend the American Branching type 
highly. Very free blooming, producing flowers of 
broad-petaled type, slightly incurved and very last- 
ing. Handsome double flowers borne on long stems, 
free brancher and unsurpassed in merit. 24 inches 
tall. Wilt resistant. 

BUNTON eal sis ea wwe. e siete obs Pkt., 10c; 4 0z., 35c; oz., $1.00 
Lavender or Dark Blue. .Pkt., 10c; 44 0z., 35c; 0z., $1.00 
Silo Sh sae ee Pkt., 10c; 4 0z., 35c; 0z., $1.00 
Purple or Dark Blue ....Pkt.,10c; 44 0z., 35c; oz., $1.00 
PROSCMEEI i cisrene crs, 0 ine oa.s sp 0 Pkt., 10c; 4 0z., 35c; oz., $1.00 
\NANUIG .o ob ea oe eetee Pkt., 10c; 4 oz., 35c; oz., $1.00 
ANEW MIXCd: Nees cee. cece Pkt., 10c; 4 oz., 35c; oz., $1.00 
Crego’s Giant Branching Comet—Also known as “Os- 

trich Plume”—Is the most popular variety grown. 
The flowers have long, shaggy petals, suggesting a 
Chrysanthemum, and often are curled and interlaced. 
Blooms midsummer. 2 feet. Wilt resistant. 
CO DY a a Pkt., 10c; 4 0z., 35c; oz., $1.00 
LOW See ee Pkt., 10c; 4 oz., 35c; oz., $1.00 
Purple or Dark Blue ....Pkt.,10c; 4 oz., 35c; oz., $1.00 
[ROS -. ceo Seen Pkt., 10c; 4 oz., 35c; oz., $1.00 
Sine Sie Gana anes Pkt., 10c; 4 0z., 35c; oz., $1.00 
WHIT ces 5 eee Pkt., 10c; % oz., 35c; oz., $1.00 
BimemVIxed @......60...5- Pkt., 10c; 4 0z., 35c; oz., $1.00 
Hearts of France—(Wilt resistant)—Beautiful rich 

dark red, and much in demand. 
\% oz., 45c; Y oz., $1.50; oz., $2.25 

Queen of the Market—( Wilt resistant)—The best early 
among the Asters. Habit branching. Flowers double 
and nearly round. Plants 18 inches high and very pro- 
ductive. Ten days earlier than any other. 
ET 5 Pkt., 10c; 4 0z., 35c; 0z., $1.00 
Purple or Dark Blue..... Pkt., 10c; 4 0z., 35c; oz., $1.00 
MVAVENGECL a.c.c cs. ccc ses Pkt., 10c; 4 oz., 35c; oz., $1.00 
MTC RIROSCrs o'r chs see oa Pkt., 10c; 4 0z., 35c; oz., $1.00 
WihiLecwmom as). «2 ...-.- Kt, 10c3 14 02., 35c3 07:,,51.00 
[Prey 2 0:02 Ie Pkt., 10c; 14 0z., 35c; oz., $1.00 

ANTIRRHINUM (Snapdragon) 
An exquisite, tender perennial, living for a second and 

third year, but best treated as an annual, blooming 
in July if sown early and then on until killed by 
frost. By outting off most of the flowering stems and 
giving a slight protection over winter, plants will 
bloom second summer for four months. 

Majus Golden King, 2 ft. ..... V4 oz., $1.00; 1 0z., $3.00 
Majus Scarlet Cardinal, 2 ft. ..%4 oz., $1.00; 1 0z., $3.00 
Majus Queen Victoria— 
Ol eo Be 4 V4 oz., $1.00; 1 oz., $3.00 

Majus Harmony—Terra Cotta 
(Oia, Zine Sues Senin ene Y, oz., $1.00; 1 0z., $3.00 

Majus Rose Queen, 2 ft. ...... Y% o0z., $1.00; 1 0z., $3.00 
Majus Mixed, 2 ft., Pink, Red, 

Rose, Yellow, Scarlet ........ 4 oz. $1.00; 1 oz., $3.00 

BELLIS PERENNIS (English Daisy) 
Monstrosa Maxima, Selected Giant—This is a very fine, 

large-flowering, extra-double strain, with full-cen- 
tered flowers on compact plants 6 inches high. Un- 
excelled for bedding. Dark Red, Dark Rose, White, 
or Mixed. Ask for price. 

CALENDULA 
Campfire...... Pkt., 10c; 02z., 80c; 14 lb., $2.50; Ib. $8.00 
Orange King, Double—The best bright 

Pr U CMI Neve oc clic oy talc aye stares fo'etane' ace Pkt., 10c; 0z., 50c 
Lemon Queen, Double—Good clear 
Re oS cs sh vale esis nie oss Pkt., 10c; 0z., 50c 

COSMOS 
Extra Early Mammoth Mixed...... Pkt., 10c; 1% 02z., 30c 
Late Mammoth Mixed............. Pkt., 10c; 4 0z., 25c 
Extra Early Double Crested Mixed. 

DGG) okOVbL Oe a schoo Gn AG CONE Pkt., 10c; 14 0z., 75c 

DAHLIA (Seeds Only) 
Hybrid Show Double Mixed—An exceptional mixture 

of really fine seed, saved from prize-winning plants. 
; : Pkt., 10c; % 0z., 35¢ 

Finest Single Mixed—Will produce brilliant flowers 
running through a wide range of striking colors. Fine 
POC SCULCING ai ccs ianre ce eatin te ke Pkt., 10c; 14 oz., 40¢ 

DIANTHUS 
Heddewigi Double Mixed (Japan Pink)—Very showy 

and fragrant. Flowers 2 to 2% inches, resembling a 
carnation, many beautifully striped and mottled. 10 
inches ALN Cate Pico WeLCOOL TRIO SH oGnNG Pkt., 10c; %% 0z., 60c 

Heddewigi Single Mixed (Japan 
Bink: |B ate rete ener rr ee ere Pkt., 10c; 1% 0z., 60c 

Annual Sweet William (Sweet Wivelsfield)—A very 
desirable type of single flower (Dianthus Hybridus), 
with a Sweet William-like growth. Flowers, however, 
are much larger and brighter, and more unusually 
marked and flaked. Blooms first year. Mixed. 

Pkt., 10c; 4 0z., 25c 
FOUR O’CLOCK—Mixed...........Pkt., 10c; 0z., 45¢ 
GAILLARDIA—Grandiflora Mixed....Pkt., 10c; 0z., 90c 
GERANIUM—Mixed............ Pkt., 10c; 14 oz., $1.00 
GOURDS—Dish Cloth .............. Pkt., 10c; 0z., 25c 
Sugarslrough¥eccc ssc coe ee Pkt., 10c; 0z., 25¢ 
Herenles sitaas occa ta ae Sas cate en ee Pkt., 10c; 0z., 25¢ 
Hiroe Shapemcacccrscrtc eater cheelstecarsyc Pkt., 10c; 0z., 25c 
Giants Waters bottle... cone see Pkt., 10c; 0z., 25¢ 
Mixed seraamccei. ot ceo nto nineteen ccs Pkt., 10c; 0z., 25c 
Calabashpermes soe ee rhe eroicrs io srenererens Pkt., 10c; 0z., 25¢ 
Pear-shaped Striped ................- Pkt., 10c; 0z., 25¢ 
Turk’s Turban, Ornamental.......... Pkt., 10c; 0z., 25c 
SMa eS POON mae setters icicle crocctere sere Pkt., 10c; 0z., 25c 
BICOlLOT Meer eel ner ose eis Pkt., 10c; oz., 25¢ 
WartedeMixed) Colors. ee ees Pkt., 10c; 0z., 25¢ 
Horneds Cuctim beter eit: oie ete: Pkt., 10c; 0z., 25¢ 

HELICHRYSUM MONSTROSUM 
Strawflowers—Canary Yellow ..... Pkt., 10c; oz., $1.25 
MirewBallaeeccce soe cee ere Pkt., 10c; oz., $1.25 
ROse= Queen Mets wo onces state eine metas Pkt., 10c; 0z., $1.25 
Gomphrena—Mixed .........cceees Pkt., 10c; oz., $1.25 
Gypsophilia—Baby’s Breath, Single ..Pkt., 10c; 0z., 75¢ 
Gy psophilia—Baby’s Breath, 
OUD ew pet eee eet aides Pkt., 10c; 14 oz., $1.25 

MARIGOLD 
When all other flowers are past their prime, Marigolds 

will still furnish a wealth of color. The dwarf varie- 
ties are ideal for bedding, while the taller types are 
valuable for cutting. Marigolds are shallow rooters, 
and apt to be blown about unless staked. 

(New) Sweet-Scented Yellow Supreme—“All-America” 
Gold Medal for 1935. Is lemon-yellow counterpart of 
the famous Guinea Gold, and like it is carnation- 
flowered and 100% semi-double, but its flowers are 
even larger. After being in water 48-72 hours, it 
takes on an even more delightful color, and, if pos- 
sible, a more graceful form. Delicious sweet scented. 

Pkt., 10c; 4 0z., 50c; oz., $1.60; 14 Ib., $5.00 
(New) Gigantea Sunset Giants—A new race with dou- 

ble flowers, 5-7 inches across, in shades of vivid 
orange, dark and light yellow and primrose. Sweet- 
scented, too. 35% will come single, but the excel- 
lence of the doubles will compensate for this. Long 
stems for cutting..%4 0z., 35c; oz., $1.40; %4 lb., $4.00 

African Orange Ball— 
DISET Gt Ren tcmcdeleinietess Pkt., 10c; 14 0z., 40c; 0z., 1.25 

African Lemon Ball— 
DUG TeGbaerterniaias coe i Pkt., 10c; %4 0z., 40c; oz., 1.25 

African Tall Mixed Double— 
DICE TOOL Melt ccisiecpeleners Pkt., 10c; 14 0z., 35c; 0z., 1.00 

French Dwarf Double— 
Orange—10 in. ...... Pkt., 10c; 14 0z., 30c; 0z., .90 

French Dwarf Double— 
Qeenioniee! Ominemenrrtee Pkt) 10c3544" 0z., 306; 0z., — 7.90 
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NASTURTIUM 
§ Pattie crase sis cisccte eeeretedete Pkt., 10c; 0z., 25c 

Me hevels aca jes wetaeistate olor Pkt., 10c; 0z., 25¢ 
Shink Diee cn eke 2 oz., 40c; 1 Ib., $3.00 

Scarlet Gleam 
Golden Gleam 
Tall or Climbing 
Dwarf Varieties— 

Finest Mixed.Pkt., 10c; 0z., 25c; 2 ozs., 40c; 1 Ib., $3.00 

PETUNIAS 
For garden or house culture few plants equal the 

petunia in effectiveness. Beautiful and especially 
useful for borders, solid beds, window boxes, porch 
boxes and vases. They commence flowering early and 
continue a sheet of bloom until killed by frost; easily 
cultivated, requiring a fairly good soil and sunny 
position. 

Giants of California Mixed—A well-balanced mixture 
containing a remarkably fine variety of colors, in 
blends of crimson, white, violet, lavender and pink. 
Large flowers freely produced. 

Pkt., 25c; 1-16 oz., $4.50; %% oz., $20.00 
Elk’s Pride—Surpassing Purple Prince in size, is darkest 

velvety-purple single, and in much demand for mod- 
ern gardens. Effective in combination with Dainty 
Lady... .......Pkt., 25c; 1-16 oz., $4.00; 1% oz., $7.00 

Balcony Petunias— Free-blooming, and trailing in 
growth, with single flowers 3 inches across. Suited 
for hanging baskets and window and porch boxes. 
Very easily grown. Height 15 inches. 

Balcony Blue—An outstanding variety with large flow- 
ers of a beautiful, clear violet-blue color. This is a 
very popular, uniform strain. 

Pkt., 15c; 1-16 0z., 45c;  0z., 80c; oz., $5.00 
Balcony Crimson, Rose, White, or Mixed— 

HMachinsracts woes Pkt., 15c; 1-16 0z., 40c; 14 0z., $1.25; 
0z., $4.50; 14 Ib., $17.00 

Improved Rosy Morn—An improved strain of the long- 
popular, clear pink bedding variety. Of deeper color- 
ing, more compact growth, and freer flowering than 
the older type, with the same white throat. 

Pkt., 15¢; ¥% 0z., 60c; 14 0z., $1.75; 0z., $3.25 
Rose of Heaven—Rich brilliant rose, with inconspicu- 

ous white throat, darker than Rosy Morn. 
Pkt., 15c; % 0z., 50ce; % oz., $1.75; oz., $3.40 

PANSY 
Giller’s Super Giant Pansy Mixed—These produce 

enormous flowers, fine texture and form in a remark- 
ably fine color range and especially well marked; 
many of the darker colors are in the mixtures, which 
adds to its beauty. A medium length stem and sturdy 
plants are one of the fine qualities that causes it to 
be so popular among all growers. 
Y% oz., $2.25; 4 oz., $4.00; % oz., $6.50; 1 oz., $12.00 

America Mixed—An extremely bright mixture, early 
flowering dwarf with good varieties of colors. The 
plants are sturdy and produce an abundance of large, 
substantial flowers with a wide range of colors. 
VY 0z., $2.00; %4 0z., $3.50; %% 0oz., $6.50; 1 0z., $12.00 

Englemen’s Giant Mixed—Early flowering of giant 
strains of pansy, the plants are compact, but robust 
growers, large in size, sometimes 3 or 4 inches, borne 
on heavy stems. This is a fine color blend, contains 
both light and dark shades. 
¥% oz., $2.50; 4 oz., $4.00; % oz., $7.00; 1 0z., $12.00 

Maple Leaf Giant Mixed—A fine, large flowering pansy, 
producing blooms of good shape and color, plants are 
nae, growers, having dark green foliage and large 
eaves, 
Yy oz., $2.00; 14 0z., $3.50; 4 0z., $6.50; 1 0z., $12.00 

PORTULACA (Moss Rose) 
Double Mixed—Saved from the finest flowers only, and 

will produce a large percentage of doubles. 
; Pkt., 10c; 4 0z., $1.20 

Single Mixed—Large flowers..... Pkt., 10c; 4 0z., 60¢ 

SALVIA OR SCARLET SAGE 
A half ounce should raise 1,000 plants. Sow seed in 

hotbed or box in house and plant out when ground is 
warm, or Sow outdoors when the apple is in bloom. 
In bloom 60 days. Likes full sun. Will produce, when 
well grown, 150-200 spikes to the plant. 
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Blaze of Fire—very dwarf...... 0z., $5.00; 4 lb., $17.00 
Bonfire or Clara Bedman—A fine variety, 24 inches 

high; forms a dense, compact bush. Brilliant scarlet. 
oz., $5.00; 14 lb., $17.00 

Farinacea “Blue Bedder” —2 feet. Perennial. Sur- 
mounting dense tufts of attractive foliage, rise spikes 
of light wedgewood-blue flowers. Blooms first year 
if started early. Flowers may be dried, and used as 
an everlasting... oz., $1.50; % oz., $2.75, oz., $5.00 

SWEET PEAS 
Late Giant Spencer Mixture—The varieties in this mix- 

ture have been selected to afford unusual richness and 
brilliancy of color. It contains the finest named 
sorts... .....+Pkt., 10c; 0z., 25c; 4 1b, 60e71b eae 

Early-Flowering Mixture—This is the finest blend, 
giving a perfect balance of the various colorings. 

Pkt., 10c; 0z., 25c; 4 lb., 90c; Ib., $3.00 

ZINNIAS—DAHLIA FLOWERED 
Large size, fullness of petals, fine color range, good 

keeping qualities have all contributed to the popu- 
larity of this strain. The flowers resemble in appear- 
ance the Decorative Dahlia and for this reason it is 
called the Dahlia Flowered Zinnia. When in full 
bloom they often measure 5-6 inches in diameter. 

Canary Bird—Delicate 
DELMNTOS Career ene oz., 75c; 4 Ib., $2.25; Ib., $8.00 

Crimson Monarch—Bright 
CLIIMSONMEE eee oz., 75¢3 % Ib.) 2.2D eee 

Dream—Deep lavender 
Purple con eee oz., 75c; % lb. 92.20. peeeoe 

Exquisite—Bright rose : 
with deeper center...oz., 75c; 4 lb., 2.25; lb., 8.00 

Golden Dawn — Bright 
golden yellow ....... oz., 75c; % lb. 2.25s0lba oe 

Ilumination—Deep 
LOSG oar cine One tes oz., 75¢3 14 Ibe2225 sel bes OU 

Oriole — Orange and 
DOIG Fees cote eat oz., 75¢; V4 lb. §2:25ssl beeen Oo 

Polar Bear—Pure 
white<fo see. se pre oz., 75c; 4 lb., 2.25; Ib., 8.00 

Purple Prince—Fine 
déep: purplema-erere oz., Thc: Va Thi 2e2b eel bao 00 

CALIFORNIA (California Giant) 
Enchantress—Light 

rose with deep rose 
Centeny acre cere 0z., 75c; % Ib., $2.25; lb., $8.00 

Golden Queen — Golden 
VOllow Giese ane eee oz., 75¢e; 4 Ib e2.2osbeeeon 

Lavender Gem — Deep 
lavender purple ..... oz., 75e; % Ibi) 2:25 paeeo00 

Orange King—Rich 
orange overlaid with 
SCaviett.- hen co ee oz., 75c3 4 Ib.) 2.20 see 

Orange Queen—Attrac- 
tive golden orange...oz., 75c; %4 lb., 2.25; Ib., 8.00 

Purity—One of the best 
Whiter Zinnias steer oz., 75c; 1% Ib. = 2:28 b seo OU 

Rose Queen—Lovely 
shade of bright deep 
TOSG Sits cin Lees 0z., 75¢; 4 Ib.) 2.25 eee 

Salmon Queen—Salmon 
TOSCM SO cies eee oz., (5c; 4 Ibe 2:25enl bes. U0 

Scarlet Gem—Fine deep 
glowing scarlet ...... oz., 75c3 44 Ib,” 2.25.01 bee 

Violet Queen — Exqui- 
site deep purple ...... 0z., 75¢; 4% Ib., 2.25; Ib. 8.00 

RED RIDING HOOD—Covered all over with little 
round double bright scarlet flowers about an inch 
BCKOSS, 12: IN ve oe eee eee ae oz., 75e: 14 Ib eaceo 

LILLIPUT—Handsome little bushes, 18 inches high, 
bristling with tiny, medium-stemmed double flowers. 
Mixed ‘colorsice... tee ee een oz., 75c; %4 Ib., $2.25 

THUNBERGIA— Alata—Mixed—Excellent for baskets 
or rock garden....... % o02., 30c; 2 0z., 50; 0z., $1.00 

VERBENA— 
Defiance Scarlet ...% 0z., 50c; % 0z., 75c; oz., $1.40 
Blue Shades ....... % oz., 50c; % oz., 75c; 0z., 1.40 
Pinker ce 4 oz., 50c; % oz., 75c3 0oz., 1.40 



. | SEE INSTRUCTIONS FOR ORDERING ON INSIDE FRONT COVER 
= ORDER SHEETS FOR SEEDS, PLANTS, TOOLS, ETC., 1950 

Andrews-Burri Seed Co. 
Local and Long Distance Phone Victor 5263 

505 Walnut Street Kansas City 6, Missouri 

9a” Write Your Name and Address Plainly On Each Order “a 

Nam Soy Ree ces 2 een bel 
a AMOUNT ENCLOSED 

| Post Office. 

| a | Money Order, §$ 
lent. State 

Draft or Check, $ 

| Street R. F. D grea Postage Stamps, §$ 

Railroad Station or / If Different 
| Express Office from P.O, ——_——__________________-__-___ Cash, . .. § 

Mail CT The Andrews-Burri Seed Company gives no warranty, express or implied, as to the 

Ship How Express [] productiveness of any seeds we sell, and we will not be in any way responsible for 

Freight [] _ the crop. Our liability in all instances is limited to the purchase price of the seed only. 

to any Post Office or Express Office in the United States all Flower and Vegetable Seeds 
WE DELIVER FREE at prices quoted in this catalogue, except as otherwise stated. 

QUANTITY | QUANTITY ARTICLES WANTED PRICE 

Amount forward > eee ee 



Order Sheet Andrews-Burri Seed Co. 

QUANTITY ARTICLES WANTED PRICE 
WANTED 

ae “=: 

GIVE BELOW NAMES OF FRIENDS YOU THINK MIGHT BE INTERESTED IN HAVING 
OUR CATALOGUE, AND WE WILL SEND THEM A COPY. 

NAME ADDRESS POST OFFICE 

ADDITIONAL ORDER SHEETS FURNISHED ON APPLICATION. 



Use these Cards for RUSH ORDERS 
FILL IN - SIGN - MAIL - NO POSTAGE REQUIRED 

Mail this Card for RUSH ORDERS—No Postage Necessary 

Please RUSH Shipment of the Following Seeds: 

Quantity | ARTICLES WANTED | Price 

- a3 
—_—oo 

. f > ial ae ‘> r ; 19 = 

7 ‘ > 0 buat: 

— es ee ey es Ge ey ep eS ey es es ee ce Se ey Se ye eet es ee Ge ee ee 

| I | | | | I I | | } ! | | | | | | | | } | | | | | | | | 

Mail this Card for RUSH ORDERS—No Postage Necessary 

Please RUSH Shipment of the Following Seeds: 

Quantity ARTICLES WANTED 

Mail this Card for RUSH ORDERS—No Postage Necessary 

Please RUSH Shipment of the Following Seeds: 

Quantity ARTICLES WANTED Price 

Name 

a a 

an , 7 r " “a 

, 

~_ “ ' : ~ 

a: ? 

el TT eS St Nem te 



Use these Cards for RUSH ORDERS 
FILL IN - SIGN - MAIL - NO POSTAGE REQUIRED 

FIRST CLASS 

Permit No. 2923 

(Sec. 34.9 P. L. & R.) 
KANSAS CITY, MO. 

PSE REPLY ae 
No Postage Stamp Necessary if Mailed in the United States 

2c Postage Will Be Paid by— 

ANDREWS-BURRI SEED CO. 

505 Walnut Street 

Kansas City 6, Missouri 
LE —— 

FIRST CLASS 
Permit No. 2923 

(Sec. 34.9 P. L. & R.) 
KANSAS CITY, MO. 

ae REPLY or 
No Postage Stamp Necessary if Mailed in the United States 

2c Postage Will Be Paid by— 

ANDREWS-BURRI SEED CO. 

505 Walnut Street 

Kansas City 6, Missouri 

FIRST CLASS 
Permit No. 2923 

(Sec. 34.9 P. L. & R.) 
KANSAS CITY, MO. 

pees REPLY CARD | 
No Postage Stamp Necessary if Mailed in the United States 

2c Postage Will Be Paid by— 

ANDREWS-BURRI SEED CO. 

505 Walnut Street 

Kansas City 6. Missouri 
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/ 3 RUBBER BANDS } 

SS 

U 

KQ New Rubber Bands cheaper and far more handy than twine for asparagus, 
Ke onions, radishes and other bunching varieties. 7,000 to pound, the larger 
Ke sizes a trifle less count per pound. We can supply the following sizes: 
Ke Nos. 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14 and 16. Write for prices. 

BIGOT 

: TWIST EMS CHLORDANE 
ig FOR STAKING TOMATOES NEW INSECTICIDE 
Re or 

: BUNCHING VEGETABLES 

Takes Place of Twine 

Kills Bugs, Grasshoppers 

and Most Insects 

In Dust and Liquid 
Ke Write for Prices ‘ iy felon piicae 

x Insecticides, Sprayers and Dusters 

: PLANET JR. TOOLS 
) DRILLS .. . WHEEL HOES .. . HORSE HOES 

3 WRITE FOR CATALOG 

(> 

is BEE SUPPLIES FERTILIZERS : 
(Q 

i CAGE Cia COMPLETE VIGORO, SULPHATE OF AM- 5 

ie Reear A hoor MONIA, ACID PHOSPHATE x 

ig ae WIZARD BRAND SHEEP js) 
% BEE SUPPLIES “An K 

Ke >)| 

Ke ® 

KG 12 

Ke 
& 

| Anprews-Burri Seep Co. 
: 505 WALNUT ST., KANSAS CITY 6, MO. ie 

S 
— 

{) 

. IR 
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NDERGREEN 
CUMBER 

Beautiful in appearance, of dark bluish 

gereen color. Suitable for both garden and 

foreing. A healthy, productive and fairly 

early variety, fruits averaging 10 to 12 

inches in length by 21% inches in diameter, 

and are very symmetrical. An 

ideal cucumber for the market 

grower and greenhouse man as a 

‘*straight pack’’ variety for ship. 

ment boxed and wrapped in paper, 

to markets demanding 

top-notch product where 

price is no object. 

* 

The seed we offer is of 
the highest quality saved 
only from well-developed 
straight and perfect fruits. 
Whether you wish to grow 
it in the open or under 
vlass, rest assured that 
our seeds are the _ best 
money can buy. 

IF YOU HAVE NEVER 

GROWN THIS GREAT 

CUCUMBER TRY IT... 

NOW 

RETAIL STORE AND OFFICE 

505 WALNUT ST. 

KANSAS CITY 6, MISSOURI 


